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Virginia Horse Center
Driving Directions

The Virginia Horse Center is located at 487 Maury River Road, on the northwest side of
Lexington, Virginia 24450-3374. Phone: 540-464-2950, Fax: 540-464-2999
From the North: I-81 South to Exit 191. Proceed on I-64 West 1/2 mile to Exit 55. Turn
right on Route 11 North, and immediately left on Route 39 West. The Virginia Horse
Center is one mile ahead on the left.
From the South: I-81 North to Exit 191. Proceed on I-64 West 1/2 mile to Exit 55. Turn
right on Route 11 North, and immediately left on Route 39 West. The Virginia Horse
Center is one mile ahead on the left.
From the East: I-64 West to I-81 South. I-81 South to Exit 191. Proceed on I-64 West 1/2
mile to Exit 55. Turn right on Route 11 North, and immediately left on Route 39 West. The
Virginia Horse Center is one mile ahead on the left.
From the West: I-64 East to Exit 55. Turn left on Route 11 North, and proceed 1/4 mile
to stoplight. Turn left on Route 39 West. The Virginia Horse Center is one mile ahead on
the left.

Lodging – Sponsor Hotels
Days Inn • 540-463-9131

Be sure to ask for the
Great American Trail Horse Sale rate.
See
www.greatamericantrailhorsesale.com
for more lodging
Camper Site Reservations

CAMPPER SITES ARE FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
Call Virginia Horse Center at 540-464-2966
or email: stableoffice@horsecenter.org
Farrier will be on the grounds
if you are needing farrier work for your horse.
A veterinarian will be on the grounds for Vet Checks
on Saturday from 10:00 am to 2:00 if needed.
Call Dr. Ann Hartman – 434-665-6703
Enchanted Knoll Veterinary will be on the grounds.
For Horse Sale Information
Cell 704-690-1915 • Email: ga.trailhorse@gmail.com
www.greatamericantrailhorsesale.com
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Great American
Ranch & Trail Horse Sale

Thursday, April 7
8
Check-In for Horses
Thursday, April 7,
8, 4:00 p.m.
Meet & Greet Social for Buyers & Consignors
Under the Covered Arena

Friday, April 8,
9, 11:00 a.m.
JTO Horsemanship Clinic
Jackie Turnbull, Trent Rhea and Odell Grose will give you guidance and knowledge that you will need to help you and your new horse settle in and get started
with a good foundation and relationship.

Friday, April 8,
9, 12:00 Noon
Clinician Jackie Turnbull
“Purchasing the Right Horse for You and Your Family”
Having made a career of training horses and youth, amateur and adult riders,
Jackie Turnbull is familiar with all the ins and outs of horse and rider compatibility.
Jackie also produces the Great American Ranch and Trail Horse Sale and will help
you learn how to purchase the horse that will suit you best.

Friday, April 8,
9, 3:00
2:30 p.m.
PM
Flat Hat Farms
$1,000 Ranch Horse Competition
Sale horses will compete using skills necessary for ranch
work. They will demonstrate a working pattern, boxing a cow, and roping a cow.
The winner will receive $600 and a buckle. Second place receives $400 and a
custom saddle pad. The next three places receive awards. Don’t miss this event
which will be held in the coliseum.

Thank You

for sponsoring
the
Trophy Saddle
for the
Ranch Horse
Competition
2
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Friday, April 8,
9, 6:30 p.m.

Grand Entry of Sale Horses
Gaited Horse “Show Off”
Watch the gaited horses cruise around the arena
to the applause of the crowd!
Demonstrating their gaits, form, eye appeal and smoothness.

Friday, April 8,
9, 7:00 p.m.
Star H Equine Insurance

$2,000 Trail Horse Competition
There will be eight obstacles, six of which the consignors will
know, and two will be a surprise. Judges will select the top 10 horses to come back
on Saturday morning at 9:30 to compete again in the FINALS of the Trail Competition. $1,000 and a buckle will be awarded to the first place horse, along with
$1,000 divided among 2nd through 5th place. Prizes will be awarded to 6th through
10th place.

○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○

“Promoting Versatility”
Versatility Horse Show Association
with
Cutting • Ranch Riding • Trail • Working Cow Horse
Ranch Cutting • Stockhouse Cutting • Reining
ALL SHOWS HELD AT 5K ARENA, BLADENBORO, N.C.
Visit our Facebook page for more information.

○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○○
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Visit Our Vendors
✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯


Vendors
will
be open
on Friday
& Saturday
Vendors
will be
open
on Thursday,
Friday
& Saturday
Stop by and visit their booths –
Lots of good products for horse and rider.
✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯

JR Saddlery
American National Insurance

Bar C Designs
✯ ✯ ✯

BAR C Designs
BEMER
✯ ✯ ✯

Cat’s
Tack
Classy
Country
✯ ✯ ✯
Country Cobbler
of Gatlinburg
✯ By
✯ ✯ NAH-G
Creations
Coyote
Crossing

Equestrian
Center
Cat’s Tack
✯ ✯ ✯

Cross J Tack
Calamity
Loraine
✯ ✯ ✯
 Equine
Double Diamond
Double Diamond
✯ ✯ ✯ Equine

Farmers Cooperative
Assoc.
✯
✯
✯
Emily Plecker Photography
Fisher’s
Horse & Tack

✯
✯ ✯
Farmer’s Cooperative
Heishman
Tack
Association
✯ ✯ ✯

Fisher Tack

Heishman Tack

Hoofixx

Hullings Tack

KB Custom Cowgirl Designs


Mermaids Booty
✯ ✯ ✯

KB Custom Cowgirl Designs
Nutty Nagz
✯ ✯ ✯ Co. Inc.

Mike Linkous
Tack Trailer
Party
Ponies
✯ ✯ ✯
Roan
Mountain
Riding
Company
Ridin’ Rowdy
Boutique
✯
✯ ✯
Rockin’
W Creek
WesternTack
Wear
Ridge
✯ ✯ ✯

Scotts Real West
Roan Mountain
Riding
✯ ✯ ✯
Company
Shady
Lane Farm
✯
✯ ✯
Rockin’
W Mountain
Western Wear
South
Trading Post
and Saddlery

✯ ✯ ✯ Boutique
Rustic Peach
The Damn
Horsetrader

✯
✯
✯ West
Scott’s Real

South Mountain Trading Post &
Saddlery

The Hissy Fit Trade &
Company

The Rusty Cowboy Company

Triple Crown Feed


The Virginia Horse Center
asks that all attendees please practice
social distancing and wear a mask.
We also ask you to spread out your seating
in the coliseumarea.
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Jr’s
C

USTOM

SADDLERY

Saturday, April 7
10
9:30 a.m.
Finals of the
Star H
Equine Insurance
$2,000
Trail Competition

Official Sponsor
and maker of the
Custom
Leather Awards
for the
Great American
Ranch & Trail Horse
Sale & Competitions

✯
✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯

12:00
1:00Noon
PM
HORSESALE
This unique, annual horse auction
is held for ranch and trail horses,
mules and ponies of all breeds.
Many of these horses will also have
other talents and abilities that cover
many disciplines. Horses will be 4
years and older, no mares in foal
and no stallions.
The Great American Ranch and
Trail Horse Sale has the “best
soundness guarantee in the auction
business.”

Jr’s saddles are sculpted of
several pieces of leather and
shaped to sit you in, not on,
the saddle, and to balance you
comfortably where you are
most in harmony with the
horse.

Jr’s Custom Saddlery

There
will be
horse
A Horse
foraMost
Budgets!
for every
budget.

5020 Township Road 355
Millersburg, Ohio 44654
330-893-4610

Don’t Miss
This Exciting Event!

✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯
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VISIT JR’S BOOTH
ON THE CONCOURSE!

TRAIL COMPETITION

86
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Great American
Ranch & Trail Horse Sale
Thanks to our Sponsor
of the

RANCH HORSE
COMPETITION
TROPHY
SADDLE
30 Minutes from the Airport
Visit or call . . .
6019 North fork Road
Elliston, Virginia 24087
540-268-7275
Flat Hat Farm is a multi-discipline equine facility located within the
beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains of Southwest Virginia. With nearly
500 acres, Flat Hat Farm is building a horse-centric facility that emphasizes both the mental and
physical well-being of their horses.
Facilities available include:
16-stall MD BarnMaster Barn
75x150 Indoor Riding Arena
60’ Round Pen
Pasture Shelters
Developing a
Wedding/Meeting Venue
8
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JTO Horsemanship Clinic

A team of three clinicians dedicatd to sharing their love and knowledge of horses
and horsemanship. Jackie Turnbull, Trent Rhea and Odel Grose make up the team.
Join them at their clinics scheduled for this year. Also contact them to hold a clinic
for you and your organization.

Friday, April 9, 11:00 a.m.
Transistioning Your New Horse to His New Home
Friday, April 9, 12:00 Noon
How to Purchase the Right Horse
2021Clinic
CLINIC SCHEDULE
2022
Schedule

The Great American

The Art of Ranchmanship

Ranch Great
& Trail Horse
Sale
and Ranch
RidingHorse Sale
The
American
Ranch
& Trail
April 8-10 • Lexington, Va.
April
7-9Center
• Lexington,
Virginia
Horse

June 18-20 • Pendleton, S.C.

Va.Double
Virginia
Horse Center
J Arena

4th Annual Intro to Cattle Clinic

3rd Annual Intro to Cattle Clinic

Confident Rider = Confident Horse

April
22-24 • N.C.
Bladenboro,
Arena
May 21-23
• Bladenboro,
AugustN.C.
27-29 5K
• Tyron,
N.C.
5K Arena
Fence Equestrian Center
Obstacle Play Day

Fall, TBA • Yadkinville, N.C.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
FIRST – Consignee Status: Turnbull Equine Productions is operating as an
independent contractor regularly engaged in the business of conducting consignment sales. In the event of any dispute between the buyer and the consignor, Turnbull Equine Productions will occupy the position of agent for a
disclosed principle and stakeholder and will be discharged from all obligations
owing to the consignor or the buyer on delivery of any property of funds held by
Turnbull Equine Productions, and sale management having jurisdiction of such
dispute. Turnbull Equine Productions makes no representation or warranty with
respect to any animal and the buyer must look solely to the designated consignor for recovery of any damage by reason of the failure of any representation or limited warranty.
SECOND – The highest bidder will be the buyer, and if any dispute arises
between two or more bidders, the horse in dispute will immediately be offered
again for advance bids. If there is no advance, the horse shall go to the person
from whom the auctioneer recognized the last bid. The auctioneer reserves
the right to decline any and all bids made by parties who have defaulted in
former purchases or by any person whom, in his judgment, are not responsible
bidders. Rights of the consignor to bid are reserved by the consignor.
THIRD – Terms of Sale: Cash, personal check with proper identification. Payment must be made in full immediately after the sale. All other terms of payment must be approved prior to the sale.
FOURTH – All payment must be made to the cashier of Turnbull Equine Productions. At no time may any part or all of the purchase price be paid directly
to the consignor. All fees must be paid to the cashier before the horse is released. A CHARGE OF $50 WILL BE MADE ON ANY CHECK THAT IS RETURNED. All expenses and/or damages relating to the nonpayment will be the
responsibility of the buyer.
FIFTH – Buyers assume all expenses and risks of their horse purchase upon
the fall of the gavel including any subsequent injury or death. Upon payment
for the purchase, the cashier will issue a receipt to obtain delivery. Buyer must
present this receipt to the stable management at the time the horse is removed
from the grounds. All horses must be removed from the grounds at the end of
the sale or no later than 10:00 am Sunday, April 6th unless prior arrangements
have been made with the sale office.
SIXTH – All registration certificates will be held by Turnbull Equine Productions, until all checks have cleared the bank at which time the certificates will
be mailed to the buyer no earlier than 10 banking days. If any buyer desires to
obtain registration certificates immediately, the purchase must be paid with
cash or cashier’s check. NO EXCEPTIONS
10
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SEVENTH – Every effort has been made to assure the accuracy of the catalog. Turnbull Equine Productions, and the auctioneers are not responsible for
errors or omissions and assume no liability on the part of the consignor as to
any statement either verbal or written regarding any consignment. All additions and corrections at the sale will supersede the catalog.
EIGHTH – Turnbull Equine Productions, sale employees, and auctioneers are
not responsible to anyone for blemishes, defects, or the physical condition of
any horse in the sale. ALL RESPONSIBILITY LIES BETWEEN THE CONSIGNOR AND THE BUYER.
NINTH – It is the consignor’s responsibility to notify Turnbull Equine Productions, in writing prior to the sale of all unsoundness of any kind known to the
consignor. Any unsoundness not listed in the catalog will be announced at the
time of sale. The buyer has the responsibility to examine horses before
bidding.
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ELEVENTH – BUYERS AND SPECTATORS BE CAREFUL WHILE ON THE
GROUNDS. Turnbull Equine Productions, Virginia Horse Center, management
and all its employees, auctioneers and all representatives are not responsible
for any accidents that may occur to consignors, spectators, buyers, horses, or
equipment for loss from fire, theft, injury or death to any human or animal in
any way or manner.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
AND FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF
WITH THE CONDITIONS OF SALE
11
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IMPORTANT FACTS
1. YOUR PROTECTION IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
2. PLEASE READ AND FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE CONDITIONS OF
SALE.
3. YOU MUST OBTAIN A BUYER'S NUMBER AT THE SALE OFFICE BEFORE
BIDDING.
4. PURCHASES MUST BE MADE BY CASH, PERSONAL CHECK, OR CREDIT
CARD WITH PROPER IDENTIFICATION. ALL OTHER TERMS OF PAYMENT
MUST BE APPROVED PRIOR TO PURCHASE.
5. EXAMINE HORSES PRIOR TO BIDDING AND PURCHASE. THERE IS NO
IMPLIED WARRANTY MADE BY AUCTIONEER OR SALE COMPANY TO THE
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY
ANIMAL OFFERED FOR SALE IN THIS AUCTION.
6. ALL RESPONSIBILITY LIES BETWEEN THE CONSIGNOR AND THE BUYER.
7. THERE IS AN UPSET PRICE OF $500 ON ANY HORSE OFFERED. IF AN
OPENING OF THAT UPSET PRICE IS NOT RECEIVED THE HORSE SHALL
BE LED OUT AS UNSOLD.
8. ALL ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS ANNOUNCED AT THE AUCTION
BLOCK WILL SUPERCEDE THE CATALOG.
9. ALL GUARANTEES OF SOUNDNESS ARE BETWEEN BUYER AND SELLER.
PLEASE REFER TO ITEM 1 IN CONDITIONS OF SALE.
10.ALL SALES OR TRANSACTIONS MADE ON THE SALE GROUNDS MUST BE
REPORTED TO AND MADE THROUGH THE SALE OFFICE.
11. ALL HORSES CONSIGNED MUST HAVE A CURRENT COGGINS.
12.THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF DISPOSITION OR COMPATIBILITY.
13.HORSES SELLING FOR LESS THAN $1,000 ARE SELLING “AS IS” WITH NO
GUARANTEE.
14.ALL HORSES MUST GO THROUGH THE SALE RING.
15.ENJOY YOURSELF AND HAVE A GOOD TIME AT THE GREAT AMERICAN
RANCH AND TRAIL HORSE SALE!!

✯
✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯
Turnbull Equine Productions
will be at the Virginia Horse Center starting April 4
5.
If you have any questions, please call
704-690-1915.
✯
✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯
Please view the catalog and sale horse photos
on Facebook and the web-site at
www.greatamericantrailhorsesale.com
✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯ ✯
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Marlin Yoder - Missouri

ROYAL T LIL HICCUP
2014 B/W Gypsy/Draft Pony Gelding

FDTN GYPSY ELITE NEENAH
FDTN SGS SLIGO GRANDSON
FDTN GYPSY ELITE SLIGOS APOLLO
COTTON

Hiccup is a 2014, black and white gelding and stands 12 hands tall. He is a registered Gypsy/Draft
cross pony and is a cool looking horse. He is sure footed with familiarity to rough terrain. Hiccup has
been used in the mountains, he goes through water and pretty much wherever you point his nose.
He has been used to rope off of and to doctor calves, heels only. He is safe for kids but he is not for
a beginner rider. If you are looking for a shorter horse, be sure to check him out he can take you
where you want to go! We will have health papers and a pre-purchase exam. For more information
contact Marlin at 260-463-161

Competition

2

Thornton Quarter Horses - Alabama

PENELOPE - PONY
2015 ButterMilk Buckskin Mare

Ms. Penelope stands 12.3 hands tall and carries herself like she’s 10 ft tall. Beautiful buttermilk
buckskin with good feet and strong legs. Previous owners used her for church play days in several
events. She’ll pack them around all day long. We’ve started her on the hot heels tracking and
throwing the rope off of her. No bad pony habits. Easy keeper and easy to get along with. For more
information contact the Thorntons at 256-366-4362
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3

Buckeye Acres Farm - Ohio

TYSON - PONY

2018 Chestnut/Flaxen Mane Gelding
Take a look at this sweet, fun loving, all around pony for anyone to enjoy. Tyson is a 4 yr. old 13.2
hand, grade pony that will just melt your heart. His willing desire to please sets him apart from the
herd of horses when you go out to the pasture. He will walk right up to you and will be the first one
at the gate when you call. He is such an easy horse to work with as he always has that laid back
personality that just wants to make you happy. He is a solid size that he is capable of carrying a
small adult as well as any sized child. He has been ridden western and english and will pop over a
small jump. He has no bad habits and will go anywhere that you ask him to go. He has been on lots
of trail rides and will go out alone easily or is happy in a group no matter where you ride. He will go
through water, over bridges and up and down step terrain. He has been in traffic and does not blink
an eye at anything new he comes across. He will step onto any trailer and comes off the same no
matter where you take him. Tyson is a great allaround pony as he is also trained to drive as well. He
is a horse that will fit into any program. You can ride him every day, or get him out once in a while
and he will always be that same sweet boy each and every time. He has a great look with his long
flaxen mane and tail, and he has three easy to ride gaits. He can go bareback and bridleless as well.
He is great to groom and stands quiet in the cross ties or tied in his stall. If you would like to learn
more about this sweet boy, please contact Duane Yoder of Buckeye Acre Farm at 330-231-2324.

Competition
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Shane Huffstetler - North Carolina
LITTLE BLUE TUFF - NAMA 16990,130
2015 Blue Roan Mustang Gelding

Unknwon

BLM Range Breed
Mustang Mare
BLM Range Breed

Floyd has been part of our family for almost a year. Standing at 13.2 hands, he is just right for the
smaller cowboys or cowgirls, but still enough for a medium size adult. My 12 year old son has been
the primary rider. He has ridden him all over our farm. H crawls all over and under him. Floyd has
been used for gathering cattle and trail riding. He has cracked bull whips on him and played with
the lariat on him. Crosses creeks and goes where he is asked. Floyd is an absolute rare find and a
beautiful color. He is registered with the North American Mustang Association and he is absolutely
sound. Check this fellow out! For more information contact Shane at 704-477-7631
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5

Rocking P Livestock, Wyatt Phillips - Kentucky

LIZA JANE - GRADE PONY
2013 Chocolate/Flaxen Mane Mare

Meet Liza Jane. Everyone talks about their dream pony to check all the boxes, here she is. Liza is
9 yrs. old, stands a perfect stout 13.2 hands. She is gentle and broke enough for the kids or big
enough for an adult to ride. Liza is sound, shod all the way around to go on any terrain, but can go
barefoot as well. There isn’t anything that we don’t trust doing with this pony. Liza will willing go on
obstacles in the arena setting or is confident and quiet enough for trail riding. Wyatt rides her out
alone in open pastures to check cows (as you can see in the video). She also rides well with others
on trails and can handle the hustle and bustle of play-day events. Liza stands to be tacked up,
bridled, loaded, unloaded, and mounted all by Wyatt himself. She does not mind dogs, equipment,
roping dummy or anything like that. We can’t wait to show her off on sale day. We can only hope
she brings as much joy to her next youth rider as she did to ours. Please come meet Liza Jane for
yourself and experience your dream pony. For more info contact us at 606-407-5747

6

Cole Gouthro - Virginia

MISS KITTY - GRADE PONY
2011 Buckskin Mare

Miss Kitty is as CUTE as it gets I This 11 yr. old, 11.3 hand pony mare, has seen and done it all. Her
beautiful buckskin color and great conformation is a rare find. This little girl is built like a tiny horse
with a small chiseled head. She will go LITERALLY anywhere you point her. Rides great with the
cows, on the trails and in the arena. She would make the perfect beginner pony as she likes to go
slow. She has a cute little, slow jog and prefers to walk and jog, but will lope when asked. Excellent
ground manners. This is one SPECIAL pony! Watch Miss Kitty’s videol For more information contact
540-460-5510

PLEASE INSPECT ALL HORSES
BEFORE PURCHASING
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Waugh Livestock - Kentucky

HARIBO - WELSH/CROSS PONY
2013 Grey Gelding

Haribo, affectionately known as Harry is an absolutely, adorable 13.3 hand flea bitten grey Welsh
Cross pony gelding that is 9 years old. If you can think of doing it with him, Harry will do it and have
just as much fun as you! Harry has been loved on and already raised several kids. He is very safe
and forgiving for kids learning to ride. He is a great teacher because he will do what he is asked to
if it’s done correctly. He has a nice smooth walk, trot, and canter. He is happy to ride on a long, loose
rein or you can collect him up and he rides soft in the bridle. Harry’s size is also perfect for an adult
to ride and have fun on while also feeling safe and secure. He loves doing obstacles in the arena or
outside in the fields and trails. He will ride out alone or in a group on the trails. He is surefooted and
crosses water, goes up and down banks, over ditches, over logs, etc. Harry is comfortable around
cattle, having been used to push cattle from the pasture up to the arena and sorting pens. He is
traffic and equipment safe. He’s been hauled to many locations for trail rides, play days, 4H shows,
and parades. If you’re looking to cross disciplines, Harry is absolutely adorable in English tack and
is suitable for dressage and jumping. He has a very cute and easy jumping style for confidence
building. He has nice ground manners, loads and unloads quietly, and stands for body clipping. His
loving personality is sure to win you over like he did us. For more information, please call/text Sam
mi Waugh 704. 798.5497

Competition
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Chris Allen - North Carolina

LADY MAY- PONY/HORSE
2011 Buckskin Paint Mare

Looking for a sweet trail mare? “May’ will not disappoint. Standing at 14 hands, she has a nice
ranch horse walk and a want to please personality. Always tries to please her rider with extreme
patience and kindness. “Lady May” loves attention and is great to bathe and groom. Quietly loads,
clips, and stands for the farrier. “Lady Mae’s” amazing disposition will have her meeting you at
the gate every morning. She enjoys a day out on the trail more than anything else, and has been
exposed to a variety of farm animals. This gal is very confident on the trails and will never tire
during your trip. This stout, flashy mare has beautiful conformation with tons of shape packed into
a smaller package. The perfect size for an advanced child, but stout enough for an adult. We are
excited to offer this glamorous lady to her forever home. Contact Chris for more information at
336-977-0521.
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Isaac Capozella, HC Farm - Virginia

TEDDY BEAR
2015 Haflinger Gelding

Teddy Bear is a 7 yr. old Haflinger pony, standing 14 hands tall and is all heart. This golden chestnut
gelding is suitable for all around family fun. Quiet and gentle and ready to have adventures no
matter where you point him. H is our favorite pony in the barn. He and Isaac have practiced ranch
work, trail competition, and trail ridden through Virginia State Parks. They have crossed creeks,
main roads, bridges, and logs. Teddy has also been a perfect lead-line pony for little kids. He has
jumped small obstacles, cross-poles, and is always ready to try what you ask of him. Stands for
the farrier, loads easily, is an easy keeper in the barn, and loves all creatures around him. We just
can’t say enough about this Haflinger pony and know you will just love the looks and temperament
as much as we do. Come meet Teddy and see for yourself! Contact HC Farm at 540-223-3080
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Chris Allen - North Carolina

CHILI-PONY
2016 Bay Gelding

Chili is an adorable 6 yr. old, 14hh Quarter Horse pony gelding. This guy might be little, but he has
a huge heart. He was started slow and correct as a working cowhorse, but for the past year and
a half he’s been enjoying his time on the trails! Chili is a smart, sensible gelding that would excel
in any direction and has the foundation to do so. He will happily walk along the trails or do arena
work. Moving off your leg, opening and closing gates, pushing cattle, ponying colts, and collection
are all second nature to this young gelding. Check him out! For more information on Chili, contact
Chris at 336-977-0521

11

Cole Gouthro - Virginia
BRIGHT EYED DANCER - POA T-55063
2018 Sorrel Leopard Gelding
SUNBRIGHT PRINCE

JBJ LOOKIN BRIGHTT EYED
YOU GOT THE LOOK
DWS DANCES WITH GHOST
WWF HOPI DANCER
TRIPLE D’S HI HOPE

Tater, is a 14.1 hand STOCKY built registered Pony Of the Americas. He is the perfect kids ride,
but definitely big enough to carry an adult. Tater’s sorrel, leopard color is striking. He has good
movement and a GREAT mind. Tater has been ridden in the mountains, hauled to the shows,
worked the cows and carries the flag. Whatever you throw at him, he takes in stride. This guy is the
same every time you climb on. He loads, hauls, is good for the farrier and is great on the ground.
Don’t miss an opportunity to own one as fun as this I Watch Tater’s video I!! For more information
contact 540-460-5510
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Kim Brittenham - North Carolina
DAISY - GYPSY / HAFLINGER CROSS
2014 Bay/Tobiano Mare

Daisy is an 8 yr. old, 14.1 hand Gypsy/Haflinger cross mare. This is a sane, safe, sound, trustworthy trail horse.
She will go anywhere you ask her to. She’s quiet and gentle and is very easy to get along with. Water, logs, hills
or ditches, this mare will go there. Daisy is healthy, UTD on everything and ready to go to work for you. Great
for just about anyone, to ride anywhere. Husband tested and kid approved. She’s your next Trail Companion.
Contact Kim at 336-430-2191

Competition
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TOBYSRED EAGLE

RHR WARRIORS SHADOW

Rafter C Farm - Alabama

SDR TOBYS WAR EAGLE
2013 ApHC Bay/Blanket/Spots Gelding

CTA MANY FIRES
10 PICASOS HEART
JM WARRIOR PRINCE
CK S PENNY ANTE UP

Don’t just blend in - Get “Spotted” on this amazing gelding that rides and drives bitlesst Duckie as we call
him is a 2013 gelding standing 15 hands; built solid as a tank with a good mane and thick tail that drags the
ground. He is 100% FPD (Foundation Pedigree Designation}. Shown as a weanling in halter and has show
and breed points. Duckie rides and drives bitless (3nl halter, sidepull, bosal or hack). Trail horse deluxe with
extensive mileage: leads, follows, rides alone, crosses all the thigs one should on trails, side pass, and back.
Ducky is typically the top of the herd. Great trail horse handle and easy going. He has a nice trot and a sweet
canterl Broke to harness and pulls a ground slide. Duckie’s specialty training; Side passes either side to
mounting block for easy mounting. bows one knee. Says his prayers, bows two knees. Poses on a pedestal
with smoke bombs/flames surrounding him. He plays soccer with giant ball and is started in mounted archery.
He passed qualifications with E-SAR mounted division (search and rescue). Lots of obstacles training, been
thru or over; bridges, teeter totters, cowboy curtains, pit/ditches/water, TX 3 step, tarp, crossings and more.
He’s been used on trail clean up days with several chapters of Back Country Horsemen of America. Chop
limbs, drag brush, dally and pull logs from the trail. Been around saws, ATV’s and other machinery as well as
packed out large bags. Duckie is typically the top of the herd. He might best suit an intermediate rider, as he
reads his rider and follows your energy level. He is current on hoof care, deworming and all vaccinations. This
will be his first time at auction. Be sure to visit and like his Facebook page to see all his photos and videos.
https://business.facebook.com/SDRTOBYSWAREAG LE
Contact Christy at 256-293-8885
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Fairy Tale Farms - North Carolina
LOOKIN LIKE REBA - APHA 1,097,263
2018 Red Roan Solid Mare
PEPTOBOONSMAL

IMA DIRTY WHITE BOY
LC TRINITY MISS
JR COLORD HAIDA BOON
HAIDA YOUR CASH
MOCO CASH

PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
TRINITU RIVER TARI
MS COLONEL RISK
COLOR ME SMART
HAIDAS BOONS BECKY
CASH QUIXOTE RIO
SMOKE EM LYNX

Reba is a 2018 Registered Paint mare standing at 14 hands. This pretty red roan mare should get you noticed
in and out of the ring. In her short years, she has encountered a variety of disciplines. Reba is educated in both
English and Western. She was born and started at a reining facility. As a two year old, she was started both on
the flag and around live cattle. She has an easy going and laid back personality and is willing to learn quickly.
We have used her as a children’s mount in our hunter/jumper facility, teaching children of all ages. Reba has
been taken on trail rides and has been fox hunting on numerous occasions. She has also been started over
fences and enjoys jumping. She is being started on trail obstacles and will continue her training and education
until brought to the sale. This little mare is the total package with all of the potential in the world. She could
be taken in any Western or English direction, as a junior or amateur horse. Reba has no known soundness or
health issues. look for her at the sale, she is such a cutie. For more information text Chelsea at 540-969-9531

15

Marty Housand - South Carolina

MOLLY - SPOTTED SADDLE HORSE
2011 Black/White Mare

Molly is an 11 yr. old Spotted Saddle Horse that stands at 15.1 hands. She is a very pretty, black and white
mare with 4 stocking legs and a long thick mane and tail. She has wonderful ground manners and is friendly
and gentle. Molly always takes care of her rider. Her gait is very smooth and comfortable as she glides along.
She loves to trail ride, easily going through water and over logs. Molly will carry a flag when you are riding
in the parade or at a rodeo. She is comfortable around farm equipment and other animals. Loading her is a
breeze. Over a year ago she had a beautiful foal and wasn’t ridden for almost a year. After we weaned the
foal, we saddled Molly up and she rode right off just like nothing had changed. We haven’t found anything she
won’t do when asked. If you can sit a saddle, you can ride Molly. Watch for her in the Gaited Horse Show Off!
If you have any questions about Molly, call Marty at 843-729-3950.
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Scott Pressley- North Carolina

DUN IT DANCING - AQHA 5669025
2015 Buckskin Mare
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT

QUIGLEY DUN IT
PRESCRITIONAIRE

HOLLYWOOD JAC
BLOSSOM BERRY
DOC’S PRESCRIPTION
ROXY’S REDBIRD

BOONLIGHT DINNER

PEPTOBOONSMALL
LITTLE DANCER LEI
JANIE BOONLIGHT
GREYS STARLIGHT
REY JAY JANIE
REY JANIE STARLIGHT
Barna is a 7 yr. old, 13.3 hand, dark buckskin, registered AQHA mare. She is versatility bred, out of a son of
Hollywood Dun It {NRHA World Champion Open Snaffle Bit Futurity with LTE; $136,236) on the bottom side.
Barna is short backed and solidly built, with solid black feet that do not require attention. She stays healthy on
air. She was hauled this summer to local shows and took new environments in stride - covered arenas, open
arenas, exposed to cattle. She even popped over a few fences and jumped cleanly. She is a forward ride but
will slow down for a comfortable rider. She is easy to catch, pleasant and willing in the barn and on the ground.
Barna is a soft and responsive ride with a natural athleticism and a big stop to excel in just about any discipline.
Contact Scott for more information at 336-309-2496
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Ashley Collins - North Carolina

BLUE JP HANCOCK -AQHA
2012 Blue Roan Gelding

JP HANCOCK
JP ROBIN BOY HANCOCK
ROBYN RED HANCOCK
BLUE PAPOOSE HANCOCK

CLARK HANCOCK
HIGHLANDS LADY
BLUE BOY HANCOCK
LEO FLY JR 42

RED EDDIE HANCOCK
KATIE KITTEN HANCOCK
MY SALLY HANCOCK
JOE BUCK HANCOCK
BLUE GAL HANCOCK
MY GAL HANCOCK
Blue is an amazing 9 yr. old, registered Blue Roan gelding. Old enough to have been there done that, and plenty
of good years ahead I He stands 15.2 hands and is well rounded and ready for whatever his new owner may
throw at him. He has proven his self over and over in every way possible I have ridden him up and down every
mountain in NC and Va. He is a strong and true mount every time you saddle him. Blue will cross every terrain
from rocky ridges to swampy bottoms, you can’t find a place he wont go I You can take him off the trails and
work him in the arena just like a pro! The kids use him in the arena for lessons and he forgives their every
mistake! You can’t go wrong with this guy! Blue can be ridden completely with leg cues, or you can use his one
handed neck rein, he is a fancy dude! Side passes, huge stop and can back a hole in the ground! Selling 100%
sound. If you are looking for a well rounded family horse Blue is your guy! Contact Ashley at 919-495-5134
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Jessica Bunch, Jacob Littlepage - Kentucky
ST JAMES OF GLEN GRACE - GYPSY VANNER

2008 Black/White Gelding

ONCE IN A LIFETIME CHANCE!! Calling all Trail Riders, Fox Hunters, Low Level Eventers, and Children. I’m so
excited to present to you St. James of Glen Grace aka James. He is a registered 2008 Gypsy Vanner. He stands
14.1 hands and weighs 1450lbs. He has it all, the long thick mane and tail, feathers that cover his entire hoofs,
and even a MUSTACHE! Not only is he stunning to look at and a pleasure to be around, he’s extremely broke.
Whether you’re wanting to spend the day riding down the trails, doing lessons, pushing cattle, jumping, or just
pampering your best friend James is your man! James has a willing attitude that makes him so special. He
has great ground manners that make him incredibly easy to be around. James has had 2 owners his entire
life. The past 5 months he has been a trail mount and family horse. Before then James spent his life on a farm
where he gave lessons to different level riders both Western and English. He also helped with their colt starting
program, ponying babies and teaching them to lead. James has also packed the American flag in the farms
grand entry events and done guided trail rides. James will ride away from the barn by himself or in big groups.
He is always willing to go anywhere you point him and enjoys the trail obstacles. James will ride around one
handed, side passes, moves his hips, is soft in the mouth, backs, and is user friendly for any level rider young
or old. James is traffic safe and tarps, bull whips, dogs, kids don’t faze him. He will stand all day for grooming
and enjoys being pampered. He will also side pass to mounting block, picnic table, log, or trailer fender to
make mounting easy. James is currently barefoot and has never needed a set of shoes. He stands great for the
farrier, saddling, bathing, and clipping. He is easy to bridle as well. He gets along with just about everyone in
the field and is easy to catch. He sells 100% sound no vices. He is UTD on shots and vaccinations. He comes
with a certified letter of health from the vet! Buy with confidence! Watch for James in the trail competition and
checkout his video! Contact Jessica at 434-981-3863.

PLEASE INSPECT ALL HORSES
BEFORE PURCHASING
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Anita Moore - Virginia
DUE TO BE DYNAMIC - AQHA 54016655

2011 Red Roan Gelding
ZIPPPOS MR GOOD BAR

IMA DUE GOODER TOO
ZIPPOS SUZIE QUE
DYNAMIC DELUXE
PRETTY SPECIAL SILK

ZIPPO PINE PAR
TAMARA WESS
ZIPPO PINE BAR
MISS SUE DUE
SONNY DELUXE
BOSTON SONORA
TUFF ORDER
BRANDY SAND BAR

PRETTY TUFF SILK
This 2011 Red roan Gelding is a big bodied with a heart of gold. He stands 15.3 and is super sweet and super
easy to get along with. There’s little we haven’t done with him. He’s gathered cows, rode extensively on trails,
shown at open shows, shown at AQHA shows, given lessons, and even jumped some small jumps! Not much
this big hearted guy won’t try or do. I hate to call one bombproof, but if there is one, this is it. A dummy could
ride him backwards with a chicken on his back. A monkey could juggle on him. A hillbilly could go drinkin’
with him and your grandma could knit on him. Husband horse, grandma horse, kid horse. Check, check, and
check. Ride him down the trails, through the water, in an arena, by himself or with a buddy. No maintenance
necessary. Such a fun horse here, you don’t want to miss outl For more information contact Anita at 276971-5282
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Edward Zangerle - North Carolina
KINGS ROYAL GOLDDUST - AQHA 5624666

2014 Palomino Gelding
MY RUDE AWAKENING

ALEDO BAR GLO
GOLD VANISH LEO
MY RUDE JOE
DUDES LAST HANK
JACKS PRETTY LADY
HANKS LADY DELILA
POPPIN PEPONITA
PEPONITA
SNOOKIE’S BABY
CHICKS POPPIN
KING SMART
CHANTELLA FROST
AREAL SMART CHICK
Kid is a registered 8 yr. old ranch bred gelding from South Dakota. He stands 14.3 hands and weighs 1,013
pounds. Kid has had hours riding fence lines through rough terrain and open spaces. When riding him down
steep embankments, you will get a sense of security. With every step, Kid has secure footing and feels like
riding in a 4x4 locked in low gear. Kid easily rides out alone, has been used for ranching to include rounding
up cattle, dragging calves to the fire for branding and doctoring cattle. Kid has been trained as a head horse
and has been used competitively at jackpot team ropings. He has been started as a heel horse and is learning
to track lead steers. He loads easily into the trailer and politely stands for the farrier when being hot fitted for
shoes. He neck reins, will side pass on command; allowing the ability to mount on either side or from a fence,
mounting block, or fallen log. It has been difficult to find something that will startle him. Kid crosses streams,
creeks and rivers without getting unsettled. He has been exposed to bicycles, strollers, tarps teeter totters,
gun fire and highway traffic, none of which cause him to be uneasy. At the recent Everything Equine Expo Kid
placed 2nd in two Open Trail classes (1/2 point from first), third in Open Ranch Trail. His disposition is calm
and would be well received by any rider! For more information contact 919-452-1174
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Kim Brittenham - North Carolina

PLAY BERRY - AQHA/ APHA
2016 Sorrel Gelding

HIGH BROWN CAT
CAT MAN DO
SOME KINDA PLAYGIRL
WIMPYS LITTLE STEP
BERRIED TREASURE

HIGH BROWN HICKORY
SMART LITTLE KITTY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
DOCALADY
NU CHEX TO CASH
LEOLITA STEP
CUSTOM CROME
OTTER RUN TERRI

CUSTOM RED BERRY
Cat Man is a 2016 AQHA/APHA/NSBA/NRHA gelding that has been shown extensively in Ranch Horse events.
He has both his AQHA and his regular APHA papers. Started as a Reiner and shown in the NRHA we have
found that Cat Man really excels in ranch riding, and he absolutely loves the versatility ranch trail. He scored a
223 at the AQHA World Show in November in Ranch Riding and a 220 in the ranch trail making the shootout.
If you are looking for something with a lot of talent for the ranch events this is your horse. Cat Man is better
suited for the intermediate to advanced youth, amateur, or serious select rider. He’s gentle and easy to get
along with but does have a lot of buttons that may be a little harder for a beginner rider. With his easygoing
nature he may prove to be a great companion for a beginner that is working consistently with the help of a
trainer or equine professional. We have hauled him all over the country and he is super easy in all aspects of
showing, hauling and stabling. No bad habits. Cat Man can take you to the winner’s circle! For more info call
Kim at 336-430-2191
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John Sciremammano - Rhode Island
CAPTAIN - FRIESIAN SPORT HORSE
2017 Black Gelding

Captain is a coming 5 yr. old Friesian sport horse gelding standing 17 hands tall. He is as wide as he is tall,
and a puppy on the ground. He is well behaved for the farrier, cross ties, bathes, clipping and turning out with
other horses. The list goes on with Captain, he always takes the correct lead when doing ring work and has a
nice smooth lope with a big trot to go with it. Captain would make a lovely dressage prospect. He is for most
level of riders to go get on and enjoy taking him out. Whether it’s ring work or trails. He is a deluxe ride! Captain
has been out on miles of trails, goes over bridges, marches through water with no hesitation. He goes where
you point him. He’s been ridden through town for parades, in town for pizza, truly an all-around honest horse.
Traffic safe, school buses, you name it! For more information contact John at 860-377-4260
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Jessica Bunch, Jacob Littlepage - Kentucky

RW SHOTGUN BLUE - AQHA 5759028
2016 Blue Roan Gelding
BYE BYE BLUE ISIS

BYE BYE BLUES MUSIC
LUNARS BLUE ISIS
AZULS SAN PEPPY
DOCTOR JOCELYNE
DR PRECIOUS AZUL PEP
SKIPA GOLD DUKE
HAZARD COUNTY
SKIPS AL LEA
SKIPA DUKIE SUE
HOWERYS SKIPA CASEY
JACKIE SUE KING
HOWERS LADY SUE
Class, style, elegance, and color, that’s RW SHOTGUN BLUE. He is a 2016 model standing 15.2 hands. He is a
true blue roan gelding. Shotgun has been my full time side kick for over a year and has been nothing short of
a blessing since day one. He’s been extensively used on the ranch for checking cattle, riding fences, ponying
babies, and trail riding. He will cross any obstacle you put in front of him whether it be ditches, large bodies of
water, logs, up high rocky cliffs, or down steep valleys. Shotgun does the man-made obstacle course as well
and passes with flying colors every time. Tarps, noodles, umbrellas, mailboxes, trash cans, bridges, and tractor
tires are no problem for him. Shotgun will ground tie, side pass to a mounting block, truck bed, log, or any
object you ask him to for easy mounting. Shotgun is no stranger to guns; he has been shot off of daily, without
a care in the world. Started lightly on tracking the dummy on the head side and has taken to it very well. Been
ridden English as well; he will effortlessly jump three feet. Shotgun also has a few tricks up his sleeve. He will
lay down on command and answer questions yes or no. I have put the foundation there for you, and he is ready
to go in any direction of your choice whether it be ranch shows, cross country, roping, ranch pleasure, or the
prettiest trail horse in the world. I could write a 300 page book on all the good things about him. Shotgun has
been ridden by a 9 year old girl most of the winter. Shotgun has all the buttons, ride him with your hands only
or legs and hands. He is soft in the face and will lope off his tracks every time on the correct lead, rolls back off
the fence, and will get long and low in the jog and canter. Stands for the farrier, bathes, clips, and tacks with
out being tied or having a halter on. He loads in the trailer with a point of your finger and will either back out
or turn around and walk out. He has no issues whatsoever. He sells 100 percent sound and sane in every way.
No scars or blemishes. Don’t miss this one-time opportunity to own the horse most people only dream of. Buy
with confidence. Shotgun sells with a clean bill of health from the vet! Watch for him in the trail competition.
For any questions call Jessica at 434-981-3863

BYE MR AZUL
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Ashley Frye - Virginia

Competition
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STARBERT UNIK BENNY - AQHA 5452086

2012 Grey Gelding
TCC TIPAN

DIAL ROME
BANJOS HANNA BLAIR
ROMAN MAC
BEAVERS HANCOCK
MACS UNIK LADY
STARBERT CHAMP
GUTHRIE DOUBLE STAR
DOUBLE BERT LASS
STARBERT CHAMP ANITA
DOUBLE YOUR BERT
STARBERT MARTHA
BERTS RAE ANN
Draco is a beautiful 15.1, 10 yr. old grey gelding! He was extensively used on a ranch working Longhorns this
past summer and has been trail ridden all over in Virginia by riders of all skill levels. He is sound with no vices.
He has a great handle, soft and easy neck rein, backs easily. Draco works off leg pressure and side passes.
Ride him bareback or in a halter1 no problem. He came off a ranch in Oklahoma then to our local farrier for
all of his life. He gets along well with other horses. We have trail ridden him all over the mountains at Grayson
Highlands and Jefferson National Forest. He has also been used on the head side roping on real cattle and
the dummy. He tracts a steer really well. He stands for the farrier, to get clipped and bathed. He is such a
gentleman loading and unloading on the trailer. Draco has a good steady lope and good stop. Point him in any
direction on a trail and he will go solo or with a crowd. He has the best personality and is so fun to be around.
He lays down on command and will always stand out in a crowd! If you’re looking for a well-rounded gelding
to add to your herd, this is your guy!· For more information contact Ashley at 276-237-0645
FISHERES BERT
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Trent Rhea - North Carolina
TRS LOUD SENSATION - APHA 983-540

2010 Sorrel Overo Gelding
ZIPPOS SENSATION

A PLEASURE SENSATION
PLEASURE ME ZAN
SONNY SENSATION
DAISY BO ACERS
TNT DOCS BO BLENDY

ZIPPO PINE BAR
SATIN N LACE
DOCS LITTLE POCO
LITTLE SANDY JACK
SONNY DEE BAR
KIM’S BONANZA
DOCS BO ACRES
EXCELLENT BLEND

Here is your chance to own a World Champion 11 TRS Loud Sensation AKA, “Patch” is a 12 -year- old APHA,
PtHA And ARHA registered gelding with an impressive show record. Patch stands 16.3 hands tall and is truly
a gentle giantll He has been shown extensively in both Open and 13 and under youth. Patch is a PtHA Reserve
World Champion in Disciplined Rail. He is also a APHA National Champion in Youth Hunter Under saddle. He
has multiple APHA ROM’s in Halter, Showmanship, Trail, Equitation, HUS, and Horsemanship. He also has a
Top 10 at at the ARHA World Show in Novice amateur Horsemanship. He has been started over fences as well.
Patch has been used in the roping pen as a heading horse, to pony and break young colts, and for the family
as a wonderful trail horse. Owned and Trained by Trent Rhea, he has been to the AHA Beach Ride many times
and loves to play in the ocean! He has been used as a JTO Horsemanship clinic horse for the last 6 years. As
you can see, there is really NOTHING Patch cannot do!! He is sound with no vices. He is a family owned and
loved horse who simply doesn’t fit our current program of Ranch Boxing, cutting, and reining. He will stand
out at the sale, you can’t miss this big handsome fella! I For more information contact Trent at 704-361-1829
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Diamond K Versatility Horses - Ohio

WALTER- HAFLINGER/QH
2014 Sorrel Gelding

Oh my, take a look here, the cutest horse ever! He’s such a cute mover and such a good horse you don’t
wanna miss him. Walter as we call him is a 2014 Haflinger quarter horse cross, grade gelding that stands at
14 hands tall and weighs 1,000 lbs. This horse is so cool and so fun to ride , he’s just the right size for your
kids or for anyone not wanting to deal with a big horse. He’s stout built enough to carry any and all sizes of
riders , and safe enough for any and all levels of riders . Walter is the perfect family horse he is a super good
mover and very comfy to ride, he is very well trained in the arena and out on the trail. Walter rides English and
western, he rides with a saddle or without. He is happy with anything! He has a great disposition and a very
fun willing attitude. He gets along with other horses, he’s always the fun one to be around in the barn and is
safe around dogs and kids . Walter is broke and will stay that way. Whether he is ridden everyday or once a
month, he stays the same. He is 100% sound and has no health issues or vices. Walter is very spook free and
doesn’t get nervous or exited about anything. He rides in a group or out by himself . He sure is a fun size and
a fun horse that is perfect for the entire family to enjoy. They don’t come like Walter everyday, he’s the hard to
find kind and we are excited to offer him to you at The Great American Ranch and Trail Horse Sale. Feel free
to call us about him anytime with further questions at 330-231-2311 or come see this cute fella at our farm
before the sale or meet us at the sale. Thank you
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Buckeye Acre Farms - Ohio

BUCKEYES JOE - GYPSY VANNER
2015 Bay/White Gelding

Here is a horse that you just don’t see everyday. Buckeye’s Joey is a 2015 Gypsy Vanner gelding standing a
solid 15.3 hands tall. He has your true laid back Gypsy personality, with the “in your pocket” type of demeanor.
He has a lot of fun experience under his belt, but he would be just as happy being your new backyard best
friend as well. He has been trained to ride and drive and can be driven single or double. He has also been
ridden roman style with another horse and even went over some jumps as well. He is such a versatile horse
that has so much to give in athletic ability, but best of all is his loving heart that he is looking to share with
his new owner. He has been so fun to take through our program and he never once caused a fuss when we
introduced new things to him. Joey is a great size and will carry all types of riders and is safe enough to be
ridden by all different levels of riders. He has been ridden on lots of different trail rides and will go over bridges,
through water and is safe in traffic. He has seen lots of things and does not get bothered by new things along
the trail. He will walk right onto any trailer and comes off and rides the same no matter where we take him.
He has been kept inside, and outside and does not have any bad habits anywhere. He will stand quietly in the
crossties and is easy to groom, saddle and is great for the farrier. He is wearing shoes all around because
of where we ride him. He can be ridden western or english and is very comfortable to ride bareback and
bridleless. Joey is a once in a lifetime horse that is going to fit into any program no matter how often or how
little you ride him. If he is the horse that you are looking for, please give Duane Yoder of Buckeye Acre Farm
a call at 330-231-2324.
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John Roberts - Virginia
ZERO TO FLATLINE - AQHA 5706353
2015 Red Roan Mare
LAZY LOPER

VS FLATLINE
VITAL SIGNS ARE GOOD
INVESTING WISELY
FANCY ZIPPED WISELY
FANCY ZIPPIN

GOTA LOTA POTENTIAL
HINT AGAIN
ZIPPOS MR GOOD BAR
VITALISM
POTENTIAL INVESTMENT
INTANGIBLE ASSET
ZIPPO PINE BAR
MISS BRIO

Fancy is a beautiful 15 h. stunning red roan mare. She’s sweet, sound, and trained. She is sired by the great
VS Flatline. Fancy is smooth and comfortable to ride. She’s a beautiful mover who loves being put to work. She
loves going on the trails and is great at it. Fancy is great at working cattle and enjoys it. She’s been shown
in ranch riding and ranch rail classes at AQHA shows. She’s been shown in open and green. Fancy also has
been shown by her novice amateur owner. She has been an amazing and fun horse to learn ranch riding on.
She’s very patient. Fancy has smooth transitions and neck reins great. She’s a wonderful horse for someone to
learn ranch riding on or take on the trails. My 9 yr. old nephew loves grooming her, mounting and dismounting.
She’s easy to handle on ground and work around. Fancy has lots of buttons and the looks to go with it. A fun
horse that can go all day. Loves attention, is thick built, and has a great headset and topline. Fancy can be
a horse for the entire family to enjoy. Stand out with Fancy at show or on the trails. Currently in training with
John Roberts contact 276-233- 1215
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Matt Gouthro - Virginia

IMA SHOCK TOP PEPTO - AQHA 5625738

2014 Sorrel Mare
PEPTOBOONSMAL

IMASMARTPEPTO
IMASMARTLITTLESUGAR
LENAS SUGARMAN
LENAS SUGAR SHOCK
LITTLE SABLE LENA

PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
SMART LITTLE LENA
MISS CONROY 1
DOC O’LENA
SUGAR GAY BAR
PEPPY SAN BADGER
LENA’S SIS

Are ·you searching for a TRUE Versatility Horse? Lilly is the ticket! She is a stout 14.3 hands and an all-around
good gal that will do whatever you ask of her. She has been shown successfully in the ranch riding and
western dressage. She’s great on trails and will work the flag. She rides with the cows and in the arena. Lilly
has good ground manners. She’s the perfect age at 8 years old. She loads and hauls great. This mare could
really go in so many directions, or just be someone’s great little using horse I Lilly is AQHA registered and she
would make some nice babies with Peppy San Badger, Smart Little·Lena and Doc O’Lena on her papers. Lilly
is a granddaughter of the great, Pepto Boonesmal. Watch her videoll For more information contact Beth at
540-460-5510
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CARME POPCORN OF FHF

Triple R Stables - Ohio
FHF DEF LEPPARD - GVHS GV05572P
2017 Bay Gelding
GOLDEN BOY IRELAND
FOUNDATION MARE
SIN OF LLOYDS

LLOYDS
DAUGHER OF SUPERIOR
PETER ASHE’S BLUE HORSE
FOUNDATION MARE
CHOCOLATE DROP
FHF Def Leppard Syr old Registered Bay Roan Gypsy Vanner gelding Height 14.3 Weight 1,000lbs. Temp. 3
Barn Name JoJo. JoJo is the kind of horse people dream about owning. He is a very sweet gentle, one of a kind
gelding. JoJo has great conformation with a Beautiful Bay Roan color plus he rides and drives super well. He
has had countless hours of trail riding an he is absolutely fearless and will go anywhere you point him. There
is no hill too steep nor creek too deep for this Beautiful guy. JoJo also rides English and Western and is started
on low jumps. He moves off of leg cues and will canter a nice circle. It has been a pleasure to have him in our
program here at Triple R for the past year. JoJo has great barn and ground manners he loves a lot of Attention
and is always happy to let the little girls come play with all his Beautiful hair. This guy is perfect for the entire
family. He is big enough for Adults to ride but yet not to big that the smaller children will be intimidated. Plus
you can hook him up to a cart an go for an enjoyable Sunday afternoon drive. JoJo is very healthy and has
great solid feet, he is excellent to shoe, clip, bathe, load, unload, an hauls very well. Look no further. He is
100% sound and no vices. For more info contact Nathan @330-600- 5770
POWDERED SUGAR OF FHF
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Darla Hoover - Oklahoma
STEELE STREAKN -APHA 1,025,649
2013 Sorrel Gelding
STREAKIN LA JOLLA

STREKIN SIX
BOTTOM’S UP
DASH FOR CASH
REAL NEW
REAL DASH
AZE BEDUINO
BEDUINO
WINADASH
AZE CHICK
WALTERS CHICK
LIL WHITELIGHTNING
WALTERS LIGHTNING
When you take one look and one ride on Chevy, you are sure to fall in love. He is a true gentleman in every way
imagined. He measures in at 15.3 hands tall and dressed in a beautiful cherry red, sorrel color that will just
melt your heart. He is as steady and as safe as a horse can be. He loves to please and will stand by your side
no matter what you throw at him. He has been exposed to everything on the ranch including tractors, cattle,
dogs, tarps and ropes. He does not let anything phase him at all. He has been on several trail rides all over the
place and will walk right off the trailer the same as he will when you ride him at home. Chevy will ride off alone
without causing a fuss or go with a group happy to lead. He can be ridden English or western or bareback and
bridleless tool Chevy is a true sweetheart with his loving and calm personality, and he loves attention. He has
been roped and ponied off and never gets excited. If you are looking for a confidence builder, he would love the
job I Steady and safe, down any trail, through water, over bridges and quiet in traffic. Chevy stands to mount
and dismount, safe for any level rider. Great with a beginner and lot of fun for the experienced rider. Chevy is
the complete package I For any questions call Darla at 717-917-4669

STREAK AND DASH
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Jimmy Carsel - Missouri

JUANITA- FRIESIAN/QH CROSS
2018 Black Mare

Juanita is a stunning 4 year old black half Friesian half cow bred quarter horse mare. She stands 15.1 hands
and is a well built mare. Juanita has been used to gather cattle, rope and doctor cattle, she’s been used
outside a ton in every aspect of ranch work. She has been trail ridden all over Missouri and has been hauled
out of state to ride several times to. She rides very quite and gentle every time. We have had kids ride her &
many different levels of riders as well. She always takes care of them. Juanita isn’t just a knockout to look
at, she has all the fancy tricks! She lays down, cracks whips etc. You can shoot guns on her to! This mare is
athletic and has all the fancy buttons to take and show her in the ranch horse shows. But then gentle enough
to put your hand down and relax on a trail ride. Juanita has seen and crossed tons of obstacles, you point her
she will go or cross it. She’s been ridden in many different barns, rodeos, wagon races and more. This pretty
mare could literally go any direction and she would excel in about anything with her willing personality and
great work ethic. Juanita is super sweet and gentle both on her back and on the ground! This gorgeous mare
will catch your eye and heart come sale day!! 100% sound. Contact Jimmy Carsel at 417-262-4935
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Jessica Bunch, Jacob Littlepage - Kentucky

SOUTHERN LIVING - AQHA 5803537
2017 Red Roan Gelding
ONLY IN THE MOONLITE

INVITATION ONLY
ZIPPO BY MOONLIGHT
ITS A SOUTHERN THING
ZIPS CHOCOLATE CHIP
BECKYS MELODY
SHESA HOT COOKIE
ZIPPOS MR GOOD BAR
ZIPPO PINE BAR
TAMARA WESS
WATCHIT IM GOOD
THE INVESTER
REED’S RAZAMATAZ
THE COPPER TOUCH
WOW! Look at the beautiful RED ROAN color on this guy. You can’t ask for more eye appeal then this gelding
with a big hip and perfect conformation. His pictures do not do him justice. Benjamin is a tall drink of water
standing 15.3 hands and weighing 1300 pounds. He is gentle and as sweet as they come. He’s perfect for the
whole family. He’s big enough for the husband and gentle enough for the youngest child. Don’t worry about
his height; he will side pass to a log, gate, picnic table, or rock for mounting and dismounting. He is not only a
great western horse, but he rides English as well and has started going over small jumps. He’s had extensive
training in Western Pleasure, Western Riding and Show trail. He will excel in Equitation, Eventing, Dressage,
Horsemanship, Ranch Riding, Trail Competition, Queen Contest, Ranch Trail, and many other events. This
gelding is broke like a show horse but easy to operate and would be great for first-time time riders. He can do
flying lead changes and neck reins with the slightest of ease. He will lope off from a standstill and get his leads
every time. He also leg yields, side passes, yields his hind quarters, and works a gate. Benjamin is a beautiful
mover and hits the ground softly and smoothly which makes him great for someone with back issues. He is
a great companion to hit the trail alone with. He will most definitely KEEP YOU SAFE! He will cross any rough
terrain you point him at; water, ditches, bridges, logs and no hill is to steep! Tarps, dogs, bull whips, trucks,
trains, and fire trucks don’t faze him. He will give confidence to the most timid rider. You couldn’t ask for better
ground manners. He stands for saddling, bathing, clipping, and for the farrier. He will kindly drop his head
to make bridling easy. Benjamin is always the first to meet you at the gate and gets along with others in the
field. He’s 100% sound and up to date on vaccinations. He comes with a certified letter from the vet. Buy with
confidence. Look for him in the trail competition and check out his video.
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Paris Thorson - Minnesota
MOONDOLLS CHARM - AQHA 5804479
2017 Palomino Mare
PC FRENCHMANS MARK

SUN FROST
CASEYS CHARM
SIPPYS COWBOY
IMA NOTE TOO
IMA SWEET NOTE
DROP OF FROST
DOC’S JACK FROST
DROP OF SUGAR
FROSTS MOON DOLL
JO BERT JO
CINDYS BUG
ONERY JO BERT
Blondie is a beautiful 5 yr. old registered AQHA mare standing 14’2 hands tall. Blondie is the total package
with her unique palomino coloring, great disposition, and kind eye. You’re sure to fall in love with her and
catch everybody’s attention as you ride by. I have ridden Blondie down many miles of trails, you point in any
direction, and she will go no matter the obstacle in front of her. Whether it’s a log, a bridge, thick brush, or
a big snowbank in our Minnesota winters. I have even ridden her down main street of our town with traffic
passing by. She absolutely loves attention, the more kids to brush on her the happier she gets. You can crawl
all over her, pick up all four feet, even throw a tarp on her, she will put up with just about any crazy thing I do
with her. Blondie is a very versatile horse from being used during calving season checking cows and loading
calves on the trailer as well as going down the trail, overnight camping trips, carrying flags, and having my 7
yr. old nephew play around on her. She can do it all and loves every minute of it. You don’t want to miss out
on this gorgeous mare. For any questions, more videos, or wanting to come try her out, call or text Paris at
218- 770-3626.
FROSTED SUNMAN
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Buckeye Acre Farms - Ohio

OLLIE - GRADE QH
2015 Palomino Gelding

A true solid trail horse for the whole family. Ollie is a 7 yr. old, 14.1 hand grade quarter horse gelding. He has
that “been there, done that” way about him that gives you a level of confidence that you feel proud to take
him anywhere. He has been used to check fences on the ranch, he is as steady as the day is long. He does
not get frazzled at anything new that may cross his path. He loves to please and will go out of his way to put
a smile on your face. This boy is a solid built horse that can carry a lot of different riders. He is safe for a
beginner but still a lot of fun for the more experienced rider as well. He has seen a lot of the country and been
to all different types of trail rides. He will go through water, over bridges and is safe in traffic as well. He has
three great gaits and will go bareback and bridleless as well. He was very easy to bring through our program
and took to everything like he had done it his whole life. He has been kept inside and outside and does not
have any bad habits at all. He is not a dominant horse in the field and will come right to you when you call.
He stands great in the cross ties and will step onto any trailer you put in front of him. He will step off at any
location and walk around like he had been there his entire life. He will fit into any program that you have. You
can ride him every day or ride him every once in a while, and he will always be that same horse each time. If
you feel that this is the horse that you have been looking for, please give Duane Yoder of Buckeye Acre Farm
a call at 330-231-2324.
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Diamond K Versatility Horses - Ohio

RIO ANGELICAL 77 - AQHA
2017 Red Dun Gelding

GUNNATRASHYA
INFERNO SIXTY SIX
SNIP O GUN
DUN KIDDIN AMIGO
DUN B NAKID
TABANOS APRIL LOVE

CONLONELS SMOKING GUN
NATRASHA
ONE GUN
MISS KIM O LENA
BRENNAS KID
SASSY PATSY PINE
IMA TABANO TOO
BUCKS RO FLORA

Oh my, look here, isn’t he beautiful! Talented, trained, safe, sound , solid, all around gelding= the horse we
call Rio . This 2017 registered AQHA and NRHA Red Dun Gelding that stands 15 hands tall and weighs 1,150
lbs. and is as trained as you can find one. If you’re looking for that all around horse that is super Versatile and
willing to do anything take a look at him. Rio is the most fun horse around to ride and will put a smile on your
face everyday you ride. This guy is talented and very well trained in the arena. He’s been shown in Reining and
Ranch and knows all the maneuvers very well. Rio has a great stop and turn and lead change. He is always
willing to learn new things and will go anywhere you point him. He is super, super quiet and safe for anyone
inside the arena and outside on the farm or on the trails. He’s done it all. Along with all his training this guy is
absolutely beautiful, and he has great conformation, not to mention his breeding. Rio himself is an own son of
Inferno Sixty Six! How much more could you ask for he’s got it all in one package. He is the same every day
and will stay broke, he’s not one you have to lunge and or ride every day to stay trained. Rio is the perfect all
around versatile horse for you. Don’t pass him up he’s a special horse and we are proud to offer him to you at
The Great American Ranch and Trail Horse Sale. Rio is 100% sound and has no health issues or vices. He is
good to shoe, bathe, clip, loads and hauls good, Rio rides both English and western with a saddle or without,
with a bridle or without, he doesn’t mind. This fella is so much fun. You will never be sorry to have to feed a
good one like him. He’s the horse that will bring happiness to your day. Don’t miss him. call us at 330-2312311 with any further questions. Thank you

PLEASE READ OUR IMPORTANT FACTS
AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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Lily Gorman - North Carolina

EXTREMELY LAID BACK-AQHA
2012 Sorrel Gelding

BLAZING HOT

HOTRODDERS JET SET
TAHNEE ZIPPO
EXTREMELY HOT CHIPS
ZIPS CHOCOLATE CHIP
MISS TROPHY DASH
MISS TROPHY CHIP
GOOD VERSION
ZIPPOS MR GOOD BAR
WINNIE THE TIGER
LAIDBACK LUCY
ZIPS CHOCOLATE CHIP
DOYA DOC
DOYA WANT A CHIP
Beau is a 14.3 hand, AQHA/NSBA gelding. Don’t let his pedigree fool you. Beau is a successful Youth Ranch
Trail and Youth Ranch riding horse. He has placed in the top five and top ten at both the American Ranch Horse
World and the All American Quarter Horse Congress in Youth and Novice Youth Ranch Riding, Youth Ranch Trail,
and Youth and Novice Youth Ranch Horsemanship. Beau has been shown extensively at local affiliate AQHA
Shows where he has multiple class wins and circuit championships to his credit. This is a great gelding for an
intermediate to advanced youth to take to the horse shows in any of the ranch events, including ranch rail. He
also has been trail ridden.’ While his show career has left little time to hit the trails, Beau has been trail riding
and does just fine. Only selling as his current kiddo wants to branch out and do the Reining next year. Don’t
miss checking out this exceptional gelding. Contact us at 336-698-6040
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Luke Coleman - Virginia
RHINESTONE ID NICKEL- AQHA 5195272

2009 Blue Roan Gelding
BART BARTENDER

TWO ID BARTENDER
MOORE CLASSY IMAGE
RHINESTONE JACK
DOCS QUICK LIL
RHINESTONES DOC LIL
STARBERT AL KENNY
AL GOS
STARBERT MARCY
STARBERT BEVRA
JODIE SEEKER BAR
PEARSON’S KAY
SUSANA SEEKER
Hank is a 13 yr. old Blue Roan Gelding, stands 15.1 hands. Hank is a great trail horse and has been on many
different trail rides. Collin Cove, CC Camp, Grayson Highlands and the New River Trail, just to name a few. He
can handle the roughest terrain and has crossed lots of water. Hank will double lead really well and is a very
safe trail horse. He has been involved in multiple cattle drives off Grayson Highlands and has been used to
work cattle often. He preforms spectacularly anywhere in the pack, giving you lots of flexibility. We have team
roped off of Hank in addition to pasture roping. He is very easy to catch in a pasture, 100% sound. Hank can
be used in a variety of ways making him a topnotch, all-around horse. If you love to trail ride, you need to check
out Hank! Contact Luke at 276-237-7474 for more information
RHINESTONE EYED DUDE
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Beth Gouthro - Virginia
GINGER ON THE ROCKS - AQHA 5868798

2017 Red Roan Mare
RL BEST OF SUDDEN

THE ROCK
LOPEN GOOD BAR
LADYS HOTRODDER
FF HOTRODDEN
TOOKIE RED

A SUDDEN IMPULSE
ZIP N THERAPY
IMA ZIPPO GOOD BAR
SHEZA NIFTY BYRD
HOTRODDERS JET SET
LADY LEOTOE
RED SONNY DEE
PRINCESS OLYMPIA

Hello GORGEOUS! Just look at this big, beautiful, red roan mare! She is 5 yrs. old, AQHA registered and stands
15.2 hands tall. Ginger has been hauled around. She’s a good mover and has lots of presence. She’s good in
the arena and has been riding out on the ranch and trails. She has also been exposed to cows. She’s good on
the ground and kind. Stands for the farrier, loads and hauls. Watch her video!! For more information contact
Beth at 540-460-5510
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Triple R Stables - Ohio

WRANGLIN IN RIO -AQHA.5778302
2016 Sorrel Gelding
STARLIGHT WRANGLER

WRANGLIN IN CHEX
DUN IT FOR CHEX
INWIZABLE
THE RIO DEAL
MISS DUTARI RIO

GRAYS STARLIGHT
WRANGLERS CONNIE
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
SILVER N BLUE CHEX
TOPSAIL WHIZ
ANGELS ROSIE
DOC TARI
MISS DUHON

Wranglin In Rio is a 6yr old Registered AQHA Chestnut gelding. He stands 15.2H and weighs 13001bs. Wow,
what a privilege it is to offer Rio to you, he is such a sweet gentleman. Rio has the best personality and rides
great without any complications. He has done a bit of everything he has been shown in reining, he also has
experience around cows, and lots of trail miles. Rio can be ridden by all levels of riders in the arena or outside
on a enjoying trail ride. He has beautiful lead changes and a nice deep stop. Rio has 3 beautiful smooth
gaits that would look amazing in the Ranch Riding ring! He truly is a one of a kind gentle gelding with great
conformation an 100% sound with no vices. You don’t want to miss out on this Beautiful individual. For more
information contact Nathan @330-600-5770
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Triple T Horses - Minnesota

THE BOSTON BAY - AQHA 5853958
2017 Grulla Gelding
BLUE APACHE HANCOCK

WYO MISTER APACHE HANCOCK
CRAWHEART MIRA
BLUERIFFIK
MISS BOSTON SUE
CURLEY SUE

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
TIGERESS BAR LEO
WRANGLER JOE HANCOCK
TARUERS PEPITA
MACRIFFIK
IMA GOLDEN CHEROKEE
CUENTAS SHOWBOY
SNAKE MAN SUE

Donnie is a 5 yr. old, 15.1 hand, AQHA, handsome grullo gelding. If you want a unique color to stand out in
a crowd, here is your horse. This guy has been used extensively on the ranch. He will work cattle and open
and shut gates. He goes through many obstacles including water without hesitation. He is used to dogs and
other farm animals. He also has an incredibly gentle nature and a good personality. Donnie is quiet to ride and
work around on the ground. He wants to please and will do whatever is asked of him. He is easy to catch in
a pasture and loves people. He stands to be saddled as well as trim including picking up all four feet. He will
load in the trailer and hauls great. This nice young gelding is ready to be taken in any direction you want to go.
He checks off all the boxes for a great ranch or trail horse. If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact
Colton with Triple T Horses at 218-770-8986
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Darla Hoover - Oklahoma
ONE FANCY FINALLY -APHA 1,056,873
2015 Black Gelding
ALL TIME FANCY

CHESTNUT OVERO
RHF BUCKEYE BONANZA
BROKERS PAYCHECK
BROKERS SILHOUETE
SOUTHERN SILHOUETE

CF WICKED WILLIE
FORCED TO BE FANCY
BONANZAHHH
EDUCATED WAY
SOCK BROKER
MBISI PERSKIKI
SCRIBBH A SKIP
SOUTHERN SUNSHINE

When the red carpet is rolled out, the paparazzi can’t help but stop and do a double take of Tuxedo! This
stunning 7 yr. old, 15.3 hand, stout, shimmering black gelding with a gorgeous bald face and 3 white socks
always steals the show! His personality is second to none. He is accustomed to a lot of one-on-one time and
is the perfect gentleman in every way. Tux is a point earner himself in a handful of different classes. He is very
simple and easy to ride. He saddles up gentle every time and you can just step on and go! Tux is completely
hassle free, patient, respectful, and has impeccable ground manners. His transitions are flawless, with a
smooth slow lope and a nice, comfortable pitterpatter jog. You will wake up every morning looking forward to
going out to the barn just to see his sweet face and appreciate his kind soul. Tux is a very special gelding that
doesn’t come around everyday! Call me, I would be glad to talk to you about him 717-917-4669
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Jessica Bunch, Jacob Littlepage - Kentucky
COLD DEAD HANDS - AQHA 5882248
2017 Black Gelding
TR MOBEETLE JOE

MR CLYDE HANCOCK
DEEP CREEK ROBIN
BLUE CRUSAFER
GERRIES BLUE
BRKEYS TRUE BLUE
LIL PEACEMAKER
PLAYGUN
PEPPY SUE BABE
LOOKING LIKE A PISTOL
HAPPY GO LENA
PEPPYS SANTA RUFA
LENAS SANTA RUFA
If you’re looking for a dependable gelding to hit the trails with, work cattle, and maybe even start roping look no
further. Hickok is a 5 year old registered AQHA lShh 11001b gelding. He is absolutely one of a kind. He’s had
one owner and been used on the ranch doctoring cattle, sorting cattle, and checking fences. He’s no stranger
to a hard day’s work. He’s the type of horse you will want to show off to all your friends. Hickok will do all the
tricks. He will lay down on command from the ground or from his back and will sit and hold that position for a
photo. Hickok is broke the best with a reining handle. He has a one hand neckrein, gets his leads, side passes,
spins fast, and has a huge stop, but he’s quiet enough for any level rider. He was used as a pickup horse and
worked the youth rodeos in Missouri. Hickok will ride away from the barn with no funny business, in big groups,
or out alone. He’s seen all kinds of wild life and spent many miles in the fields and woods. He will do all the trail
obstacles with no hesitation and is an absolute a blast to ride. He is great for any level rider and rides english
as well. Hickok has the best ground manners, is easy to catch in the field, and gets along with other horses.
He stands for saddling, bathing, clipping, and for the farrier. He will kindly drop his head to make bridling easy.
With just a snap of your finger Hickok will side pass to a picnic table, truck bed, log, or trailer fender to make
mounting easy. He’s 100% sound and up to date on vaccinations. He comes with a certified letter from the vet.
Buy with confidence. Look for him in the trail competition and check out his video.
CCQH BURKEYS BLUE
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Kati Ream - Kentucky
ADOS PARTY GIRL - APHA 1,067,756
2016 Sorrel Overo Mare
HES COMPLETE

COMPLETE ADO
ABADABADOO
NEW OPPOSITION
LOTSA OPPOSTION

MR CONCLUSION
BRICKS MISSY
LIL’ ABNER
LITAS LITTLE GIRL
OPPOSITION
KC PEPPYS CHICK
IM A HIGH COUNTRY
JUNIORS LIL BOOGER

LIL BIT OF COUNTRY
Meet ADOS PARTY GIRL, known around our barn as Maizee. She is registered with American Paint Horse
Association, is 6 yrs. old and stands 15.1 h. Maizee is the epitome of the kind, gentle, easy going horse
everyone is looking for. She is what we consider the “husband safe” kind of mare. She is quiet and confident
on the trails and obstacle course. She picks up both leads and easily transitions between her walk, trot and
canter. Maizee also has been hauled to playdays and open events. We check cows on her and ride her around
our farm. Extensively youth ridden by a 13 yr. old girl and 10 yr. old boy. She is easy to haul and handle with
excellent ground manners. She is super easy to catch and gentle to pick a stall around her. Maizee stands to
be mounted and doesn’t mind a mounting block. She stands for farrier, baths, and no cribbing or weaving. She
is an easy keeper and has had no soundness or health issues. She handles our busy barn life with the dogs,
cats , kids and even a pig running around. We are so happy to have had her part of our lives. We can’t say
enough good things about her. Please don’t hesitate to call or schedule an appointment to come see her or try
her at the sale. Contact Katy at 606-407-5747
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Thornton Quarter Horses - Alabama

IM DONE DRIFTIN - AQHA 5864866
2017 Red Dun Gelding
SANS DRIFTALONG LEO

DRIFTERS DESTINATION
XENILES LITTLE LILLY
TJ SKIPS CANDY JACK
ADDIES GOOD FRIDAY

DVA MAXI DRIFTWOOD
DRIFTALONG LEONA
ONE HONEST BUCK
DUDES LITTLE DIAMOND
TEE J JACKS MONEY
CANDY RAE SKIP
COPPER DS PERFECTO
HONEY PINE MISS

LEOS PINE MISS
Drifter is 5 yrs. old, stands 15.2 hands and is a pretty as a picture. He is the kind everyone is looking for. Quiet,
gentle, and great on the trails. We’ve used him in our pastures pushing cattle. Ridden him in the woods and on
the trails, crossing rocky creek beds, stepping over logs and plenty more. He rides along the fence rail with big
trucks flying by and they are no bother to Drifter. He’s gentle enough to get out and enjoy him, strong enough
to give you an honest days work. For more information contact the Thorntons at 256-366-4362
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Diamond K Versatility Horses - Ohio
KELOS KNOCK OUT KID - APHA 68535
2018 Leopard Gelding
KELO CONNECTS

KID KELO
INCOGNITO - YM
ROCKIN IMAGE
KNOCKOUT DREAM
BRIGHT N DREAMY
Sale Highlight right here! They just don’t come like Happy Appy anymore he’s one in a million! This guy does a
little of everything and is so much fun not to mention his beautiful color and conformation, take a look!! Happy
Appy as we call him is a 2018 Registered Appaloosa Gelding that stands 15.1 hands tall and weighs 1,200
lbs, this guy does it all. He is great in the arena and is such a beautiful mover and fun horse to ride. He knows
all the maneuvers and is also perfect outside around the farm and on the trails. He is very willing and will go
anywhere you wish, happy Appy is a special horse and we are exited to offer him to you. We have put him
through our program and he has passed with flying colors. He is super athletic and would make an excellent
show horse. Happy Appy is safe for all levels of riders and is always willing and happy to do anything for you.
He is great in the barn and around other horses. 100% sound and no health issues or vices. This guy has the
best conformation around! They don’t get made like him anymore. Happy Appy even knows a few fun tricks.
He’s not spooky and will be safe and fun to ride. His movement is the best! He’s super comfy to ride and rides
both English and western. If you’re looking for an extra special rare find, look no further you found him right
here. You’re guaranteed to get noticed everywhere you go. He will put a smile on your face every ride. We
are excited to have him available for you at The Great American Ranch and Trail Horse Sale. Don’t miss him I
Horses like him are one in a million. Feel free to call us with further questions at 330-231-2311 or come see
him before the sale at our farm
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Waugh Livestock, Jonathon & Sammi Waugh - Kentucky

DOCS WILD SAN LENA - AQHA
2017 Dapple Grey

WOLFS COMET

THE RED COMET
CARMEN QUESTION
ORDAINED
DOCS ROSE LACE
DOCS LIL WILDFIRE
PSL WILLIE
POCO SAN LENA
MISS PEPPY CUPIE
EBONY SAN LENA
HOLLYWOOD LEO BLUE
MISS DEES KING
BLUE DENIS
Docs Wild San Lena is a 2017 AQHA Dapple Grey gelding standing 15 hands. He is sired by Docs Wild Comet
and out of a PSL Willie mare. If you’re looking for a great ranch and show gelding, he is here for you! Miles
is North Dakota bred, but has spent most of his young life in Texas on the ranch. He’s gathered and sorted
pairs, pasture roped, and dragged calves to the fire. He’s also worked in the pens pushing cattle, opening and
closing gates etc. Miles has been ridden in town and is traffic safe. To add to his resume, he got his ARHA
competition license this year and competed in his first ARHA sanctioned show in Jackson, Mississippi. He
was of the only junior horses competing and he finished the weekend reserve high point champion in the
open division, without even competing in all the available classes. He was also shown by a youth rider and
accumulated points in the youth division as well. Miles shows well on the rail and in pattern classes. Miles
walks, jogs, and lopes both ways, has a nice stop, side passes, backs, turns on the forehand and haunches,
and ride nice and soft in the bridle. He’s careful when stepping over brush, logs, and deadfall. Will drag logs
or cattle, pony colts, etc. He stands well for clipping and bathing. Loads and unloads on a stock trailer or slant
load and backs off well if desired. Miles is a very eye catching horse that is sure to get you noticed anywhere
you take him, plus he has a great mind to go with his looks! For more information, please call or text Sammi
Waugh at 704.798.5497 or Jonathon Waugh at 606.748.9721
DOCS WILD COMET
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Jodey and Erin Ramey - Kentucky
LONE OAK GUSTO - FRIESIAN HERITAGE HORSE 4690-2017

2017 Black Gelding
NANNING 374
ROGUE DI BOSCODONNE
O-ELLEKE FAN BONNNIE VIEW
DOMINAROE CS.
LONE OAK SIDNEY
LONE OAK 07 FANTASIA
This is a BIG VERY PRETTY REGISTERED FRIESIAN HERITAGE HORSE GELDING that is broke to ride and drive.
He stands 17.2 hands tall and he is 5 years old. He is 75% Friesian. He can be ridden by beginners and novice
riders without any issues. He has had professional English training and will jump. He has been ridden Western
and English in the arena and he will walk, trot, and canter under saddle very nicely. He enjoys going trail riding
and he will cross through water quietly. He can be ponied off of and he also will pony from another horse. He is
brave, honest, and very quiet and easy to get along with. He has been ridden and driven on the main roads and
he is traffic safe. He drives for any level teamster. He is easy to stop and he stands to harness, hitch, mount,
and groom. He has excellent ground manners and he is good with other horses. This big gelding is a gentle
giant that loves attention and people. He has been around cattle and ridden through the pastures to check
on them. He will jump nicely and he is extra fancy and stylish when riding or driving. He catches everyone’s
attention everywhere he goes. He is sound and has no vices. Call Erin for more information 301- 238-4155
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Wakella Miller - Ohio
LNTS MOON DIAMOND-APHA 1054772
2015 Dun Tobiano Mare
DIAMONDS RUBLES

NORMORE MR NICEGUY
IAMOND TIARA
IBINTIMIDATED
STAR EYED JOSIE
TWO EYED FOXY QUEEN
LNTS IM DUN PLAYN
PLAYBOYS UP N DUN IT
LNT REYS ALIL STAR
MS HOLLY BERRY
IMA DUN CODY
DOCS RONDO PROM
THAS DR N DUN IT
Moon is a beautiful, 7 Yr. old, 14 hands, dun mare and experienced trail horse. She has been to the mountains
of Colorado where she has encountered some amazing trails, steep terrain, deadfall, water crossings, bogs,
bridges, dogs, cattle and much more. She has been trailered on long trips and hauls very well. Camping in the
wilderness is nothing for her, she hobbles or ties on the high line. This good mare can pack out, and riding in
the wild in no problem for her. When she gets home, she will ride in parades and carry the flag while being very
safe on the roads. She also has done some mounted shooting. Moon can be ridden by riders of varying ages
and skill levels. This nice mare can move off your leg, work gates, pony horses and rides one handed easily.
She can ride and live alone or in a group. Good for farrier, and she is learning to lay down. Moon is good for
people of all ages, ready to please, easy to ride, dependable and safe. She has a great personality and loves
attention. Come check her out at the sale. For more info call Wakella at 740-624-4418
EYED LUVA DIAMOND
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Triple R Stables - Ohio
HEZA TRIPLE PEPONITA- AQHA 5830473

2017 Palomino Gelding
CUTTERS BLAKE JUNIOR

TRIPLE CUTTER BILL
NICKIS ANGEL
SUNUPS PEPONITA
GEORGIAS COPPER BAR

CUTTER’S BLAKE
ROYAL CUTTERS LADY
LITTLE JOHHNY BARS
CUTTER’S SWEETIE
HEZA PEPONITA RANCHO RIATA
RANCHO RIATA
MR LX
CEE MISS FRECKOLENA

LX KATY BAR
This handsome fella is 15H. Weight l,l00lbs, Temp 1, Barn name Newt. He is the Ideal horse for the entire
family, he is the perfect size for adults but yet so gentle and willing that any kid or beginner can ride him.
Newt has a great personality and is a pleasure to have in the barn. He has been in our training program for
the past 14 months. Newt has been there and done about everything you can Imagine. He has been on a 3
day wagon train, we’ve pasture roped an gathered cows on him plus he has been used to give lessons with
smaller children who have never ridden a horse before. Newt Truly is a saint and will definitely not let you
down. He will also cross creeks and logs without any problems. Make sure you don’t miss out on Newt he
is the best babysitter you’ll ever be able to find I! 100% sound and no vices. For more info contact Nathan
@330-600-5770
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Triple T Horses - Minnesota

PUNCHY

2012 Black/White Gypsy/Friesian Cross Gelding
Punchy is a 15.2 hand black and white Gypsy/Friesian cross gelding. He is 10 yrs. old, and I raised him. He
has been on hundreds of miles of trails throughout our time together. He’s been used extensively on mountain
hunting trips. He’s been part of an outfitters crew where we led a string of 10 mules at a time to bring supplies
to camps. He w9rks amazing in the mountains, regardless of the terrain, you can pack on him if needed. He
will hobble great and is well trained on the picket line. He rides out alone or with a group. Punchy has been on
numerous trail rides from the Badlands to the Desert. He is also an amazing ranch horse and has been used
extensively checking pastures and bringing calves to the fire at brandings. Punchy is very well known in our
area as one of the very best horses to be used at Rodeos and Bull rides, roping the bulls. He is a stout powerful
horse that does not know the meaning of quit. Loud music, lights, crowds, traffic and all the commotion that
goes on at a rodeo does not phase him in the least. Punchy will let you shoot off him, bounce balls and crack
whips off him, you name it he will tolerate it. If all of that is not enough, Punchy is also well broke to drive. He
has been used on all types of farm machinery, sleighs and buggies. His breeding gives him a unique look, turns
heads every place he goes, and has been in big demand to pull buggies delivering brides to their weddings.
Punchy loves baths and having his long mane braided. Trims, loads, and hauls great! No matter what you want
to do with Punchy, I have no doubt you will love him as much as I do! Feel free to call or text anytime to discuss
this great horse 218-770-8986
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Darla Hoover - Oklahoma
TRAVEL WITH A SAIL - AQHA 5689485
2015 Gray Gelding
POCO DAKOTA COWBOY

CONTINENTAL TRAVEL
POCO BLAKBURN
LS STRAIGHT TALK
BEAUS STRAIGHT

POCO DAKOTA BUCK
POCO ZTRESA DOS
KING CUTTER JIM
POCO BLAKBURN 036
TOPSAIL TONY
ILLUMINATOR KEOTA
SKIPS SUPER GOLD
BEAUS COUNTRY MISS

BEAUS SUPER ARIEL
Mouse is as sweet as your favorite candy bar. With that sharp gray color, standing 15.1 hands he turns heads
wherever we take him. He is very well rounded and adaptive to anything you want to do horseback. He is happy
to go cut, sort or rope a cow or leisurely cruise down the trail. Mouse is a great partner out on the ranch and
fun to do a days work on. He is as honest as the day is long and such a willing, kind and gentle individual. He
stays calm, cool and collected. Mouse is very confident individual that has been exposed to blowing tarps,
heavy machinery, and busy traffic and none of it ever bothered him from day one. He’s quiet out on the trails
and very sure footed. He’s good in a group and happy to lead or follow. If you’re riding alone, no problem, he’s
got that covered too. He is a gentleman on the ground, gets along turned out with other horses, hauls well, and
is good to shoe. FMI please don’t hesitate to call Darla 717-917-4669

Competition

Chris Allen - North Carolina
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CSEVN HOLLYWOOD CATT - AQHA
5766342
SOPISTICATED CATT

LIL TRUMP CAT
LIL ROAN RICOCHET
CD HICKORY PEP
CD OLENA PEPPER JAC
LA OSA CODY JAC

HIGH BROWN CAT
SHANIA CEE
SART LIL RICOCHET
CLARKS DAUBE ROAN
CD OLENA
BRINKS HICKORY PEP
MR HOLLY JAC
TITANS CHICK BADGER

Newt is a 6 yr. old AQHA gelding standing at 15 hands. This calm guy has more trail and trailer miles than
most horses twice his age. He has been trail ridden at the Eminence, Missouri Ride 3 times! A lO Tyr. old girl
has been riding trails with him. Newt will go anywhere for you without a fuss. He stands for the farrier, clips,
bathes, loads, etc. Great for ladies, kids, husbands, and is an awesome all-around family horse. Rides with a
bit or bozel. Newt is the whole package. Looks, conformation, and experience wrapped up in a gentle, easy
to operate package. Check him out he may be the one for you. For more information contact Chris at 336977-0521
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Tyler Chappell - South Carolina

ARROWHEAD - AQHA 5748792
2016 Black Mare

CAPTAIN COURAGE
CAPITAN HOOK
OODLES OF CASH
BH PALE VELVET
MISSY SMUG

MR JESS PERRY
CORONA CHICK
HOOKED ON CASH
CALAMITY MISS
PALE LEADER
SMUGS VELVET
GO NEON LITE
LADY FLOSSIE MCCUE

ARROW P STAR LADY
Cardi is a very pretty and sweet black mare. She stands 14.1 hands and has great ground manners. She is
easy to saddle and work with. She is an awesome trail horse, always ready and willing to go wherever you
want. We have ridden her on trails, through the water and the brush and the mud. She is smooth gaited and
gives an enjoyable ride. Cardi has been used to gather cattle many times as well as roping off her with no
spook. We have used her to for the beginners and kids to ride and enjoy. She loads and hauls very well. This
is a mare you want to check out, she will make you proud to own her.
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Jessica Bunch/Jacob Littlepage - Kentucky
IMA YELLA SKIPPA KID - AQHA 5941484

2018 Palomino Gelding
SUPERNATURAL FELLA

IMA GOOD FELLA TOO
IMA GOOD KID
TWOTIMES A BUCKLEY
IM NOT YOUR BABY
MY MERCEDES ROSE

JMK SUPERNATURAL
JMK FANTASIA
‘DOLLY GOOD KID
AMADAS IMPRESSIVE
BUCKLEY DUNNIT
CL LOTTIE DAH
MY SKIP VANZI
PAT TE BEAU HUNK

Check out the color and conformation on this 14.3 hand gelding. Skip has the sweetest personality that you
will fall in love with. Don’t let his age fool you, there is no funny business with this guy. Skip is always looking
to please. He can sit for weeks or months and be the same horse every time. He’s safe for any level rider and
is currently being used in my lesson program. Skip is started the right way. He neck reins with the slightest
pressure and gives to the bit laterally and vertically. He is soft off leg ques. You can even ride him bridleless
and show him off to all your friends. Skip has been trained in mounted shooting and is ready to hit the shows
or play at home. You will not find another 4-year-old with as much confidence as this gelding. He enjoys the
trail obstacles and trail riding. Nothing will stand in his way. Skip will excel in any direction. He is lightly started
over small jumps and rides english with ease. Skip would be great for a youth looking to do all the events in
4-H or for a partner to ride in the woods. He is always the first to meet you in the field and gets along with
everyone in the pasture. With just a snap of a finger, Skip will side pass to a log, gate, picnic table, or rock for
mounting and dismounting. He also stands great for mounting from the ground. He is perfect for the farrier,
baths, clipping, easy to load in and out of the trailer, and hauls great. Skip is shod all the way around and UTD
on coggins and vaccinations. He sells 100% sound with no vices. Skip comes with a certified letter from the
vet. Buy with confidence. Watch for him in the trail competition! For more info contact Jessica 434-981-3863
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Diamond K Versatility Horses - Ohio

BLUE TOUGH - AQHA 5870606
2017 Blue Roan Gelding

CORONA CARTEL
TOO TOUGH TO CATCH
HOTSIE TOOTSIE
HANCOCKS BLUE TRY
FOXY BLUE HANCOCK
FOX HAWKS BLUES

HOLLAND EASE
CORONA CHICK
EASILY SMASHED
COLLEEN OF SINN
PLENTY TRY
MS LADY BLUE JEANS
FOX BLUE
RED HAWK BLUES

Take a look at this beautiful roan AQHA gelding. Denim is a 2017 reg. gelding that stands 15 hands tall and
weighs 1,150Ibs. He is safe, quiet, and very well trained. This beautiful boy might just be the horse of your
dreams. Denim is 100% in every way and has the coolest color to go with him. We have used him for a little of
everything and taken him through our entire program. We have used him around our farm and even gathered
cattle with him. Denim has a very quiet and “easy to get along with11 personality. He is fun and easy to ride
and is always willing to please you and do anything you ask of him. He is great in the arena and outside on the
trails and around the farm. Denim is good with traffic, dogs, noises, and so forth. Denim stands to be mounted
and saddled. He is good to shoe and clip and bathe. This beautiful boy will check all your box’s and fit most
any level of rider. If you’re shopping for that Roan Colored beauty that is trained the very best and is safe and
quiet inside, then he could be your fella. Whether in the arena or outside on the trails, Denim just might be
the dream come true for you. He is 100% sound and has no health issues. Be sure to see his video and feel
free to call us at 330-231-2311 anytime. We would be happy to help answer any questions you might have
regarding this beautiful boy.
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Karla Gragg - Virginia
SAMMY RED HOMBRE - AQHA 5817522
2017 Buckskin Gelding
GENUINE HOMBRE

JACKS RED HOMBRE
EARLY RED JACKIE
TWO EYED RED BUCK
RED BUCKS SANDY
CLASSICALLY SPECIAL

GENUINE DOC
SEVEN S MARGARITA
JOE JACK HONEY BAR
PEARLY RED
MR BARON RED
IMA TYREE
CHEROKEE CLASS
JUST COUNT ME NICE

This grandson of AQHA World Champions, Two Eyed Red Buck and Genuine Hombre, has Pitzer Ranch greats
all over his papers. He stands 15.2 hands and his mind is as good as his looks and movement. He was first
started as a reiner, he can spin, side pass, back up from stirrup pressure and has smooth gaits. He has tracked
cattle and the ropin’ sled. Never bothered by all the excitement at ropings either. We have packed around walk/
trot beginners and walk/trot/lope intermediate kids. He never puts a foot wrong. He certainly would excel in
ranch riding and roping events. This big fella is fun to trail ride also. He is easy to catch, load, bathe, and great
for the farrier. No vices, he is 5 Panel N/N, teeth floated, current on spring shots and 2022 vaccines. Please
contact Karla with any questions at 540-534-7108
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Marlin Yoder- Missouri
FQHR BLUE FIRE BOOTS - AQHA 5750664

2016 Buckskin Gelding
BLUE STAR MCKEAG

BLUE STARS FIRE
MS BECACO ACEFIRST
IMA ZAN BARTENDER
SR BARTENDERS BOOTS

MCKEAG
MS STARVILLE
DOC CASBAR
MISS BECACO ACE
SET EM UP BARTENDER
MS ZANNNA
KD STORMY BAY
CAMEO CABALLERO

PV ALEXS SANDY
Boots is a good looking, 2016 Buckskin gelding, standing at 15.1 hands tall. We started him as a two yr. old
and didn’t use him much until he was a four yr. old. We used him on a ranch the last two and half years. He
has sorted and pushed cows to the tub to preg. check heifers. Boots has been used a lot to load and ship
yearling steers. I used him to rope and doctor steers and bulls as well as used him in the branding pens to rope
and drag calves. Boots has been ridden in the mountains for countless miles. This guy has enough engine to
get a job done, yet holds a quietness to him for a gentle ride on the trails. He stands good for the farrier and
loads well. He will come with health papers and pre-purchase exams, 100% sound. If you have any questions,
please call Marlin Yoder 260-463-1616
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Treadway Ranch - South Carolina
ANNIES BURN BAG - AQHA 5480755
2012 Bay Mare
MR POCO BLAKBURN 023

FORTY CABALLEROS
PERTY LADY
DIAMOND N KING K JO
MISS SHI TEDDY
KAY JO SHI TEDDY SUE
BREEZIES BIG BUCKS
BONANZA CAN
SKIP BREEZIE
SHI ROAN ANNIE
SHI BAR BREEZE
SQUAWS SKIP SHI
SQUAWS LA PAPOOSE
Annie is a 10 yr. old, beautiful bay mare. She stands at 15 hands and has outstanding conformation and
breeding. She has been on a ranch in Oklahoma most of her life. A young girl used her for breakaway roping
as well as gathering cattle on the western plains. Annie is a total joy to be around. She has the best ground
manners and disposition. She is easy to haul and does well turned out, or in a stall. We have used her on our
ranch to drive and sort cattle, through hills, gullies and woods. This is a very nice mare, take a look at her for
yourself. For information contact at 864-682-9578

SMOKEY BLACKBURN
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Wayne Dougal - New York
IBA CHICKS DREAM - AQHA 5933409
2017 Bay Gelding
SMART CHIC OLENA

MAGNUM CHIC DREAM
SAILIN BARBEE
ILL BE SMART
LOOKIN PRETTY SMART

SMART LITTLE LENA
CAY SUGAR CHIC
TOPSAIL CODY
MISS MISTIC BARBEE
DOC O’LENA
SMART PEPPY
MONTANA DOC
HOTROD VANDY

JODIE MONTANA
Blue Eyes as we call him, stands 15 hands tall and is a handsome bay gelding. He has been a special horse
for us, and we believe he can be for you. He has the pedigree and the talent to go in any direction. He has
had training as a reined cow horse. He can perform full reining patterns, he can cut a cow, and go down the
fence. We have roped off him with no problem, penned and sorted also. With his great handle he is willing and
easy to maneuver. He rides the best and has been with a trainer the last few months. It is extremely hard to
find a horse like him with temperament and training, that can take you in so many directions. We trail ride him
all the time for our own pleasure and he does great. He easily crosses the river by our barn with no problem.
We believe that you can do anything and go in any direction you want with this good gelding. Check him out.
Contact Wayne for more information 631-766-3007
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Triple T Horses - Minnesota

KIDD

2018 Black Percheron/Friesian Cross Gelding
Kidd is a 4 yr. old, 16 hand, black Percheron/Friesian cross gelding who loves people and wants to please.
Don’t let his young age fool you as he has had many miles put on him trial riding and working on the ranch. He
goes through anything, water, woods and snow, you name it. He will cross bridges and go over logs. He stands
for tarps, balls, whips, and guns. You can ride him every day or once a month, making him the perfect family
horse. I recently had neck surgery and was unable to ride for several months. Once I was medically cleared
to ride, 1 simply saddled him up and he rode right off. At 16 hands grandma’s like me might struggle to get
on. No worries, he will simply stand for a mounting block, fence, or anything else you can stand on. My 7 yr.
old grandson loves to crawl all over him. He stands patiently for him to slide off, crawl under and between his
legs. Kidd is also extremely well broke to drive. He pulls buggies, sleighs, and farm machinery. He responds to
voice commands and is soft in the face, making him easy to ride or drive by anyone. To catch Kidd, stand at the
gate and call his name and he comes running. Stands for clipping and bathing, loads and hauls like a dream.
I encourage you to call for more information or come by and try Kidd prior to the sale. Kelly 218-770-1111
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Joy McRoy - North Carolina

HK WIMPYS LIL STAR - AQHA
2017 Red Roan Mare

BAMBI BLUE VALENTINE
STARLIGHT BLUES
STAARLIGHT VALENTINE
WIMPYS LITTLE STEP
FANCY LITTLE STEP

GOOSEBERRY BLUE
BAMBI BLUE BERRY
GOOSEBERRY BLUE
STARLIGHT PEPPER
NU CHEX TO CASH
LEOLITA STEP
DUALIN GUN
JO ELL ENTERPRISE

FANCY DUALER
JoJo is a pretty 5 Yr. old mare that is registered with both AQHA and The American Roan Horse Association.
She also has her certificate of eligibility for the American Ranch Horse Association. JoJo has been lightly
shown in ranch riding, ranch trail and various cattle classes. AND she really is fantastic on the trails and will
ride out alone or in a group. She’s not spooky or silly and she is a great trail mount for anyone. Want to go to
a stock horse show? She can do that too. When you are done with her riding career, JoJo will make a great
broodmare with a nice pedigree of modern Reining (Wimpys Little Step) and old foundation all on her papers.
She can contribute some flash to those foals too as she is a SWl (splash white) carrier. JoJo is 5 panel clean
via parentage and has tested clean for IMM as well. This little mare is an all in one package. She has great
manners, no bad habits and is sound. Make sure you check nice mare out. For more info contact Joy at 252945-3783
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Zack Culbertson - Virginia

MR FIX IT - APHA 1,078,909
2016 Sorrel Overo Gelding

A GOOD MACHINE
MECHANIC
ZIPPIN THU TOWN
ZIPPOS OLD GOLD
OLD GOLDS RENDITION

ZIPPOS MR GOOD BAR
WAR KELPIE
DONT SKIP ZIP
TOWN ROYALITY
ZIPPO PINE BAR
GOLDY JACK
STREET LEGAL
SMOOTH MOVING CHICK

LEGAL RENDITION
Mr. Fix It is a 6 yr. old, stunning 15.3 hand registered APHA gelding. He is by the well known AQHA stallion,
Mechanic. Affectionately known as Wally, he is flashy in the ring with a smooth jog and lope you can sit for
days! I Wally is trained for mounted shooting, or go on a leisurely trail ride on this brave and quiet boy. He’s
been worked on cows, nothing fazes this guy! I Quiet enough for a kid to ride. Wally is currently in professional
training with Van Hook Performance Horses. Don’t miss out on this handsome guy! For more information
contact Drew 703- 559-2472
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GYPSY ROSE - VANNER/HAFLINGER CROSS

2015 Tri Color Mare

Gypsy Rose is a stunning 7yr. old Gypsy Vanner, Haflinger cross mare. Gypsy is very well broke to ride and
drive in a carriage. She has been out on the state roads in traffic and is 100% safe. Nothing bothers this sweet
mare, she has great barn and ground manners and you would never know that she is a mare. She is truly a
pleasure to have in the barn. Gypsy is extremely smart an learns very easily she has great conformation with
a very cute head. She is built to carry bigger adults but yet small enough that she’s easy to get on. Gypsy is a
great trail master and will go anywhere you ask her to. She also has 3 nice smooth gates and will ride English
as well. She is started on low jumps and is loving it! This mare is clean legged and is as sound a horse as you
can find. She has no vices! For more info contact Nathan @330-600-5770
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Jimmy Carsel - Missouri
MF WYO RED JEWEL - AQHA 5815235
2017 Red Roan Gelding
PLENTY TRY

WYO BLUE HAYES
BLUE BONNET WYO
CLASSIC POCO CASH
MF CASHES JEWELS BEE
SPRATS BEE

GOOSEBERRY
HEATHER DIVIDEND
WYO BLUE BONNET
MISS PLENTY COUP
CHANCY CAT
GOLD CLASSIC CASH
TEE J JACKS SPRAT
TAUNA

Looking for a been there done that gelding? Joey is a 5 yr. old AQHA, red roan gelding. He is 15.2 hands tall
with all the bone! He has been used to sort and gather 100’s of cattle over the last few years. Joey has also
roped and doctored tons of cattle outside. We have used Joey in many ranch rodeos and pasture roping’s
too. Joey is very sure footed and willing. He has been on many miles of trail all over Missouri and surrounding
states and will cross anything he comes to. He has been hauled to chuck wagon races, many indoor and
outdoor arenas and more. Joey has had all sorts of riders and all sorts of ages on him and does great! Joey
has been shown in local ranch horse shows, ponied colts and has been used to steer stop also. He has all the
fancy buttons, has a great turn around, stop, back, lope etc. Joey will also let you crack whips on him, shoot
guns on him or whatever you want, he is great with all of them I This horse could go any direction and has the
speed and handle to do it! Come see this pretty roan gelding sale day! 100% sound and ready to go! Contact
Jimmy Carsel at 417-262-4935
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Darla Hoover -Oklahoma
STARBERT STAR DAMEN -AQHA 5826024

2017 Buckskin Gelding
STARBERT STAR ABNER
STARBERT DAMEN
STARBERT CHAMP DOT
STARBERT STAR STEVE
STAR BERT KICK START
STARBERT NELLIE

BANGO STAR
STARBERT GOLDIE
STARBERT CHAMP
STARBERT STAR JILL
BANGO STAR
DOUBLE STAR LADY 73
BERTS STAR ALMANAC
STARBERT TRACY TWO

Such a kind soul, gentle demeanor, and super talented describes our handsome gelding that will put an anchor
on your heart. Standing 14.3 hands and absolutely gorgeous! We proudly offer Tag as we affectionately call
this very versatile gelding. He is happy and willing to do anything you want to accomplish horseback. He
is exceptionally good minded and extremely talented in many areas. An outstanding ranch horse, he has
doctored hundreds of cattle in the pasture, drug lots of calves to the branding fire. Tag is always every ones
go-to horse when a job needs to be done. He is definitely a family favorite. He’s been many miles on trails,
across bridges, and rough terrain, and handles it all with ease. Tag has great foot and bone and is the perfect
age to last you for many years. He is sure-footed, moves off your leg and rides the same every day whether
you ride every week or once a month. He is great to haul and stands quiet tied to the trailer. Tag is one of those
horses that always tries to please his rider. He is sure to make all your friends wishing they owned him. If you
have any questions please don’t hesitate to call Darla at 717-917-4669
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Thornton Quarter Horses - Alabama
WANNA BLUE VALENTINE-AQHA 5778216

2016 Blue Roan Gelding
WYO BLUE BONNET

WYO BLUE TWO
JET SMOOTH BLUE
WILLYWANNA
WANNA VALENTINE

LEO HANCOCK HAYES
MANDYS SUE HAWK
GOOSEBERRY
SMOOTH JANNAH
MUY BUENO GITANNO
GINNY SIS
PLENTY BLUEBERRY
VALENE LABLUE

MIA LABLUE
Looking for that horse that horse to sand out, catches everyone’s eye, Ole Blue is for you. Six years old and
standing 15.3 hands with a big hind end, wide chest, good strong bone structure, kind eyes and a lot of
sense. This gentle giant is safe for anyone to ride. You can tack him up, go check your other livestock, do
your doctoring, he’ll hang with you all day long and give you 100% every time. Tired of working, you can go
trail riding on him anywhere you want. No hesitation on his part. He will be the same, day after day. For more
information contact Thornton Qtr. Horses 256-366-4362
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John Sciremammano - Rhode Island

DUEL REY - GRADE PAINT
2010 Bay/White Gelding

Duel Rey is a 12 yr. old gelding standing 14.1 hands. Don’t let his size fool you, he has a heart the size of
Texas. He is one of the brokest horses I’ve had the privilege to swing my leg over. Duel has shown in the reined
cow horse as well as team penning. He has been used around the farm to pony horses, open/close gates, and
guide on rides. He is very responsive under saddle. He works off of your seat with out any spurs. He’s been
started on tricks and is always willing to try new things. Duel Rey will go absolutely anywhere you decide to
point his head. Whether it be through’the woods or down the road. He has impeccable ground manners and
very respectful on the ground and in hand. Due Rey will be the same horse off property and will self-load.
This horse has more heart and ride in him than any horse I have ever offered. Selling 100% sound. For more
information contact John at 860-377-4260
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Tyler Chappell - South Carolina

STELLA - GRADE QH
2017 Palomino Mare

Stella is a beautiful golden palomino mare, standing 14.3 hands and loaded with pretty dapples everywhere 11
She is the perfect size for mounting and riding. She has great ground manners and is easy to work with. Stella
is an amazing trail horse and will go over and through anything in her way. She enjoys the ride and is relaxed
and easy going. She loves the water and has no problem going out deep or in the shallows. She actually has
a gelding personality and does not get spooked by anything we have done with her. Stella has been around
cattle, dogs and nothing bothers her. She will get along with any horse around her. We have started out
beginner kid riders on her, and she is a great babysitter. She takes care of them, never doing more than asked
of her. She really is the whole package for a trail and family horse. When you see here, you will want her, she
is just so cute I For more information call Tyler at 864-419-1462
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Triple R Stables - Ohio

COOL N YELLA - AQHA 5912968
2018 Palomino Gelding
JLTYELLASIWANNABE

MR YELLA FELLA
DESIGNS ON YOU
ZIPS SUPER COWBOY
SANDYS PRETTYFACE
PEARLY DOVE
FEARLESS
CALL ME PHENOMENAL
SINCERE A TE
FEARLES N COOL
THE TOP SECRET
COOLEST COWGIRL
SHES ONE COOL SECRET
Cool N Vella, a 4yr. old Reg. Palomino AQHA gelding. Height 15.3H. Weight l,1501bs, Barn Name Cupid. Cupid
is a handsome big fella with the best palomino color along with a great young mind. He has been a fun horse
to have in our training program. Cupid is very smart and willing to learn, he is a Beautiful mover an rides with
a nice low headset. He has 3 nice gates and moves off of leg cues. Cupid has also had lots of miles outside of
the arena he is confident out on the trails an crosses creeks an logs without any hesitation. He has also been
out on the state roads in heavy traffic and is not fazed by any of it. Cupid would also look good in the show
ring. He would make a great 4H horse as well. Don’t miss out on this Beautiful young gentleman. For more
info contact Nathan @330-600-5770
YELLA BY DESIGN
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Celsi Rigdon - Kentucky
BLANTONS BLUE LADY - AQHA 5903099

2018 Blue Roan Mare
HANCOCK BLUE DIRK
JJ PEDE BLUE DIRK
LJSR RED LEXUS
BLANTONS O TOO COOL
LR BLANTONS SHADOW

REDE HANCOCK BOY
WHIPPS HANCOCK HYDEL
LJSR POCO HOOK
BEAUS WHIZ BAR
BLANTON WOOD
GINNYS SIS
SHARONS ROANY SHADOW
LUNDGREN LADY

COMMAND MY SHADOW
This 2018 Blue Roan Mare is a beautiful AQHA Registered blue roan mare, coming 4 in May. She stands
15.lhh. Don’t let her age fool you, this gal has seen more than a lot of older horses. This mare works a full
time job every week at 2 stockyards and really knows her stuff. She’s a pro at getting gates, sorting calves &
other ranch work duties. Tarps, tubes, gun fire, dogs, wild cattle, sirens, bullwhips, we’ve yet to find anything
she wouldn’t tolerate. She has a super sweet disposition & wants to please you. Stands patiently for you to
mount & dismount. My daughter has also been practicing her trick riding on her. Side passes to open any gates
with ease. Super horse challenge competitions are a blast on this gorgeous mare. Currently started roping the
dummy. She’s a super fun ride on trails & goes where you point her. Drags logs, carries flags & much more!
Will ride off alone or anywhere in a group. Have fun & look great doing it on JJ! Been all over KY & TN riding.
Crosses water, logs, bridges, ditches & other obstacles. Ponies well. Loads & unloads like a dream. Travels
well in many different types of trailers. Handled & ridden by my children almost daily. Gets along great with
other horses, easy to catch, stands to be groomed & saddled. Clips & bathes well, great for the farrier. She
has all the makings to be a great ranch, trail, rodeo or shooting horse. She’s done everything from mounted
shooting to penning calves & lots in between. This beautiful mare could go any direction. Comes with years of
health records & a clean bill of health & soundness from the vet. Buy with confidence. Don’t miss her at the
2022 Great American Ranch & Trail Horse Sale!! Contact Celsi Rigdon at 270-779-6869 with any questions.
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Treadway Ranch - South Carolina

SMART LITTLE CHICK-GRADE MARE
2012 Brown Mare

Chick is a very nice 12 yr. old mare that stands at 15 hands. We purchased her from a family in Nebraska
who raised her on their cattle ranch. She has lots of handle and sense. She will side pass, open gates and go
anywhere you ask. The perfect size horse for anyone. Chick is a very attractive seal brown mare with white
socks and a star on her forehead. She has continued to be used here on our ranch gathering and sorting cattle
and riding out in the woods and trails. Be sure to come see this really nice mare.
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Coy Thorson - Minnesota

SLICK - GRADE DRAFT CROSS
2016 Sorrel Gelding

Slick is a 6 yr. old, 15.2 hand crossbred gelding. Slick is a finished ranch horse that has been used for
doctoring hundreds of cattle with a ton of sorting and riding pastures. He has had hundreds of miles on him
in a variety of conditions. He goes through anything you need him to go through. He has a very willing attitude
and aims to please. We have used him to load trucks and pen back cattle at the cow sales. He is gentle and
good to be around and tacks up like a gentleman. Slick is also used to a ton of commotion and lights as he has
been used as a pickup horse at many Pro Rodeos. He is a fancy mover, and I would take him anywhere. You
can use him as a ranch horse, show horse or just go enjoy a nice broke, safe and kind gelding on the trails.
100% sound and blemish free. For more information, please contact Coy at 218-770- 5524
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Scott Pressley- North Carolina
DUAL SAN TWISTER - APHA 1,042,528
2014 Solid Bay Mare
FLEET ATTRACTION

MR NORFLEET
AMAZING LACE
TUFF ATTRACTION
SONNY BE TOUGH
NIKKIS PRIDE
SUGARS DEE BAR
DUAL STAR BARRED
PUAL PEP
LACY STAR BARRED
DUAL STAR SUE
DOCS POCO MAN
DIAMOND N TEXAS STAR
DIAMOND N POCO SUE
Twister is an 8 yr. old, 14.3 hand, solid reg. APHA mare. She is a beautiful and versatile mare with a solid build
that will exceed your expectations. With Mr. Norfleet on the topside papers (Superior Halter horse with over 453
points and 98 Lifetime performance points) and Dual Pep on the bottom side papers (LTE $313,000). She’s
done a little bit of everything including roping, reining, and working cattle. Twister competed all summer in
the Love Valley Cattle Drive series and took her rider to the pay window. She earned 7 points in 2020 with the
American Stock Horse Association (ASHA). In between, she showed extensively in local shows and took every
new environment in stride. Twister has a huge stop and rides easily in everything from a snaffle and beyond. An
easy keeper, she stays healthy on air. She is easy to catch, pleasant and willing in the barn and on the ground.
For more information contact Scott at 304-283-8415
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Chris Allen - North Carolina

BOONE - GRADE
2008 Buckskin Gelding

Boone is a 14 yr. old gelding that stands at 15.3 hands. Do you want to be noticed on the biggest trail ride of
the year? Maybe you need a 15.3 hands, buckskin gelding in your life. If so, Boone will be the answer to your
prayers. A safe, quiet, trail riding machine. You can feel good putting your grandma on him too. Boone has a
nice jog and slow lope when asked, but really enjoys a good trail ride with friends. Check him out, you won’t
miss him when you see him. For more information contact Chris at 336-977-0521
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Wakella Miller - Ohio
TIGERS SWEET GENTRY - NASH 000282-17

2017 Bay/Tobiano Gelding
CODY TIGER JET

C- TIGER SMOKE
SMOKEYS KING JOE
MIDNIGHT MADNESS WKH
SWEET SERITA SPF

POROS MIDNITE CODY
DIXIES CHICKLETT
SECOS SMOKEY
SASSY TEMPLE
MILLS JPH
SUCHIE
MOSES T
SAMANTHA RS

SUNNY SUERS
Chip stands 14 hands and weighs 1150 lbs. He is a registered North American Spotted Haflinger Registration_
gelding. Chip is an amazing horse, even when he was a 3 yr. old, I was using him to help break other 3 year
old’s. He is a fearless leader, bombproof and dependable. He has been trailered on long trips to Colorado
where he camped in the wilderness with hobbles and a tie line. He has been packed on and experienced and
handled steep terrain, deadfall, water crossings, bogs, bridges, dogs, cattle and much more. Chip has been
in parades, carries a flag, and drives a cart, he is very road safe. Kids love Chip and he has been ridden by
many riders of varying skill levels and ages. Want to ride one handed or two, doesn’t matter. Pony horses,
work a gate, shoot a gun or ask him to move off your legs, he will do it easily. Chip rides or lives alone, or in a
group, loads easily, backs out, and stands tied for farrier. He’s the kind of horse you just get on no matter how
long it’s been, and he is the same. Get·on and ride him bareback with a halter. He’s the kind you entrust with
kids and non- riders. Chip is sweet, loving, and has a great personalityl I love Chip and so will you. For more
information call 740-624-4418
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Shane Ragland - West Virginia

GRACIES COLT 16 - GRADE QH
2016 Sorrel Gelding

Gracie’s Colt 16 a.k.a. Happy, is a strong boned big footed 16 hands, gelding. He is super athletic with a sweet
manner even kids can enjoy. Don’t let his “happy” disposition fool you. The White River National Forrest in
the rugged Colorado Rocky Mountain terrain is where he packed in mules and packed out Elk meat for over
twenty miles without hesitation, showing no sign of fear of predators by smell or sight! Closer to home he has
been trail riding in Camp Creek State Park crossing creeks with ease. The Cranberry Glades back country is
where Happy showed his fearless composure and sure footedness while packing out a whole bear in the dead
of night. This easy going gelding will make your trail rides enjoyable and peaceful, your hunts easy, and your
life Happy. He has a nice handle, neck reins left and right and turns anywhere, can side pass, and ride off leg
pressure. This horse has been in the arena, around roping and has been introduced to cows. Happy loves the
trail but could also be a good prospect for breakaway roping, heading, barrels or poles if asked. The sky is
the limit with this wonderful gentleman of a horse, his name says it all “Happy”. For more information contact
Shane at 304-237-2996
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Jodey and Erin Ramey - Kentucky
DW SAILN BLUE TORNADO - AQHA 5884927

2018 Black Gelding
DOC SUPERIOR SAN
DW MR SNIPPY SAN
MISS TWO EYED COWBOY
SMOOTH SAILIN TIGER
SMOOTH SAILIN BELLA

PABLOS MR TIVS
SUPERIOR SAN CHEX
SKIPPAS COWBOY
CRYDTAL LIL
TOPSAILS SKEETS
TIGER MARCETTA
CACTUS BAR LEO
PEEKABOO PATTY

TWO EYED PEEKABOO
This is “DW SAILIN BLU TORNADO” a registered AQHA Black gelding. He has been ranch ridden and ranch
raised. He is 4 years old, stands 14.3 hands and he is started nicely on cattle. He has had barrel training. He
will one hand neck rein, stop nicely on whoa, back up, and move off of leg cues. He lopes nice circles and
moves out nicely. This nice young gelding has been trained properly and he is not spoiled. He has had lots
of trail miles and he will pony other horses and will lead a group of horses bravely. He is confident, athletic,
willing, and he aims to please. He has excellent ground manners and he gets along well with other horses. He
is gentle and rides out nicely. He has been in the arena, in the pastures, in the woods, and on the trails. He
crosses water and all other trail obstacles without any issues. He stands to mount from either side. He is good
natured and he will go where he is pointed willingly. He is a super nice young gelding with color, shape, athletic
ability, and sense. For more information call Erin 304-238-4155
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Treadway Ranch - South Carolina

RUSTY ROSE - GRADE MARE
2011 Red Roan Mare

Rose is a pretty, red roan mare that stands 14.3 hands. She is chromed up with3 white stockings and white
on her face. She will breeze through most obstacle courses and natural trails as well. She is gentle and has
been desensitized and will let you crack a whip off her and spin a rope. Her willingness to please makes her
a pleasure to handle, haul and ride. She is the perfect size to mount and dismount. She hauls well and gets
along with other horses. Check out this pretty mare and see if she will work for you.
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Shane Huffstetler - North Carolina
NICS GOLDEN SPARK - AQHA 5903189
2018 Palomino Mare
BUENO CHEX NIC

REMEMBERNIC CHEX
GOLDEN CHEX TO CASH
JD SHINNER JACK
SHINERS DUDETTE

BUENO FRITZI NIC
JODYS COUNTRY HONEU
NU CHEX TO CASH
NITA LADY RED
SHINING SPARK
ACTRESS ANNA
ZANS DIAMOND DUDE
SHOOPS CLASSY DECK

ZANS CLASSY DUDE
Niki is a nice 4 yr. old mare that stands 14.3 and has been used all over our farm. She is gentle for most any
rider. She has had a little reining training and has a nice handle on her. We have used her gathering cattle,
ponying colts, and trail riding. This little mare is the color of gold and bred the very best, with names such as
Nu Chex to Cash and Shinning Spark! Here is a young mare started right and ready to go for you. She sells
absolutely sound. Don’t miss checking her out, you can’t miss that color! For more information contact Shane
at 704-477-7631
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Coy Thorson - Minnesota
TESS - GRADE SPOTTED DRAFT CROSS
2018 B/W Mare

Tess is a 4 yr. old, 16 hand spotted draft mare with a lot of class. She is broke to ride and despite her size
is very agile and a handy mare. She is also well broke to drive single or double. She has been hooked to all
kinds of buggies, sleighs and farm machinery. This past Christmas she was used to give rides at the town
celebration. She is traffic safe. She has also been packed on. Tess has been ridden all over on the trails and
will go wherever you point her. Through the woods, over logs and through water. She is a fancy mover and I
think would really excel in a show ring or turn everyone’s head going down the trails. She is 100% sound and
blemish free. Check her out! For more information contact Coy at 218-770-5524
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Alvin and Rosie Hershberger-Virginia

DIXIE - GRADE PAINT
2010 Bay/White Tobiano Mare

Dixie is a 12 yr. old, grade paint mare that stands at 14 hands. She is a very sweet mare that has been a
great horse for our 12 yr. old son. She has helped teach him and brought him lots of enjoyment riding her on
our farm. Dixie aims to please and is very willing to carry the flag and work with the tarp. She also rides well
around traffic, with no worries. We will be taking Dixie to Unbridled Equine where she will be working on all of
the obstacles there, adding to her experience. Dixie is vaccinated, and ready to go bring enjoyment to a new
family. Contact Rosie for more information 434-349-9950
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Kenny Harlow - Virginia
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TEXAS BLUE - APHA 988754
2010 Bay Tobiano Gelding

COLOR ME SMART
SMART DUAL PEP
DUALLYS IMPRINT
TEXAS TEA ALL STAR
TEXAS TEA TATTOO

SMART LITTLE LENA
DOXS PAINTED LADY
DUAL PEP
CINNAMON IMPRINT
SCENIC ALL STAR
TEXAS TEA
SIR QUINCY
TIMELESS CHARM

QUINCYS CHARMER
Tex stands at a nice 14.2 hands and stands nicely to mount from either side. He has had countless hours on
the trails with many different riders. He has been ridden in many state parks in Virginia, including the Blue
Ridge Mountains. He has a nice walk, trot and canter. He will cross over water, trees, bridges and is traffic
safe. Tex also rides great in the arena and he has a nice one hand neck rein as well as a good stop. He has
been trained for good lateral movements and will carry a flag and drag tires. Tex ground ties and will stand
tied. He loves a bath and is great for the vet and farrier. UTD on shots and worming. Look for him in the Trail
Competition. Contact 434-983-2221.
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John Sciremammano - Rhode Island
DUKES GREAT ESCAPE - APHA 980,338

2009 Chestnut Tobiano Mare
MR TRAMP
DOUBLE DUKE
TRU DUKE
RATCHETTS PARR
TOMAS SASSY MOM
WENDIE MUSIC MAKER

IMATINKEYSSCGARBAR
BAR TIME TRAMP
PAINTED TRU TRU
DUKES GIRL
RATCHETT
BLANDYS ZANADU
MUSIC MAKER
ULYSSES PATCHER

Dukes Great Escape affectionately known as Daisy is an APHA mare standing 16.1 hands. Here’s a really nice
mare who is very versatile and athletic which makes her a blast to ride. Daisy is easy to handle and gets along
great with others during her daily turnout. She loads, trailers, clips, bathes, stands for farrier or vet without any
problem. She will ride western or English and enjoys jumping and trail riding. Daisy has a lot of education in
the ring. She’s soft in the face and really rides off your seat. She moves out nicely when asked and will also
collect and jog or lope around. Daisy takes the correct leads every time and has a flying lead change. She
really enjoys going out trail riding or doing hunter paces and has no problem going out alone. Daisy is ready to
blossom this spring with her new jockey or hit the trails with your husband. Here’s your opportunity to own a
beautiful mare with a lot of class. Contact John for more information at 860-377-4260
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Wayne Dougal - New York

BLUE - CROSS BRED
2014 Blue Roan Gelding

Blue is a 16 hand, cross bred gelding that is gentle to ride. He is handy broke to do many things. He has been
a “go to horse” for both fun and work. We’ve used him for a lesson program and to pony young horses. Blue is
a great trail horse and has packed many riders. Nothing bothers this horse, he has been a one of a kind horse
for us! Check him out at the sale. For more information contact Wayne 631-766-3007
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Waugh Livestock-Jonathon & Sammi Waugh - Kentucky

DUBLIN - CROSS BRED
2012 Black/White Gelding

Dublin is a striking 10 year old, black and white crossbred gelding. He stands 16.1 hands. Dublin is as gentle
as he is handsome. He has a solid walk trot and canter. His gaits are as smooth as glass! He’s been trail ridden
quite a bit as well as ridden in the arena. Dublin has been around cattle and used in the stockyards to push
livestock, open and close gates, and load semis. He’s ponied colts and will drag logs and brush. Not only is he
handy to ride western, he is absolutely lovely being ridden English! His gaits are very flashy and eye catching
for the dressage ring. Dublin backs, walks over bridges, tarps, elevated logs, etc. He has a very friendly
personality and loves attention! For more information, please call or text Sammi Waugh at 704.798.5497 or
Jonathon Waugh at 606.748.9721
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Austin Borg - Indiana
FQHR POCO CASHN DUST - AQHA 5616726

2014 Black Gelding
JAZ POCO GOLDUN BLUE

GOLDUN POCO STORM
DORYAIRES POCO KOKO
POCOS GRAY COMET
JAZ GC MACARENA

LITTLE STEEL DUST
SLICK ROCK NINA
POCO DIEGO 007
DORYAIRES POCO MIST
POCO BLUNDER
MISS GRAY HICK
LITTLE STEEL DUST
POCO MISS DIMPLE

JAZ EBON
Bruce is an 8 year old quarter horse gelding that stands 15 1.5 hands tall. He has been trained to drive and
ride. He has seen many miles pulling an open buggy, top buggy, and a sleigh. He has also seen many country
miles trail riding. He has ridden through water, over bridges, and around farm animals like cows and chickens.
While not a beginner horse, his smooth gait and quiet personality are every rider’s dream. Bruce also is very
confident and sure footed in rocky terrain as he was born and raised on a ranch in North Dakota for 6 years
before being broke to ride. This midnight black gelding also stands great for the farrier, trailers well, and has
a mild spirit. A prepurchase exam will be available at the sale. For further questions feel free to reach out to
Austin Borg 5743042376
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Star Sexton - Virginia

DANS PATCH -APHA 1025148
2012 B/W Tobino Gelding

Q T POCO STREKE
DRUS NIKE
DRUS MISS LACEY
A COWBOY WONDER
A WONDERFUL AFFAIR
SPLENDID AFFAIR

PEPSI POCO
BEAU W STREAKER
M K’S BLACK PEPPER
FANTASTIC BLACKLACE
DEVIDED COLOR
CASHS SANDY SUE
KT BLACK TY AFFAIR
MINNIE NOTIONS

Mr. Dans Patch is a 9 yr. old, 15.2 hand, model black and white gelding. He is as wide as he is tall. You won’t
find a prettier paint who is as kind and as easy to ride as he is. He is the same horse every time you get on
him. Want to take him off the side of the mountain, point him and you will go. He is super smart and is willing
to do anything you ask of him. Ride him checking cows or take him to the arena, either way he doesn’t care.
Dan has been roped off of both heading and heeling. Don’t let his size fool ya! He can stop and turn on a dime
with the best of them. He rides on a loose rein and he is ridden with a snaffle bit. He crosses creeks and drags
tarps. Need a log out of the way? Well he will pull it out of the way. He is a big boned horse so you don’t have
to worry about keeping him sound. He is ready for his next adventure no matter what it shall be!! Contact Star
for more information 276-266-0070
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Chris Allen - North Carolina

SMOKE - GRADE QH
2008 Grullo Gelding

Smoke is a 16 hh, 14 yr. old gelding. He is an amazing horse with the prettiest face and big kind eyes. He will
steal your heart in no time. Smoke is steady out on the trails, has seen lots of different terrain and handles it
all very well. He will cross water, logs, thick brush, or steep areas. Smoke loads, clips and stands for the farrier.
Smoke doesn’t have a mean bone in his body and deserves to be somebody’s best friend for a long time. We
are excited to offer him to his forever home. Contact Chris for more information at 336-977-0521.
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Treadway Ranch - South Carolina

CHISHOLM - GRADE GELDING
2008 Sorrel Gelding

Chisholm is a 14 yr. old gelding that stands 15.1 hands tall. He is real shapey with a world of handle that is like
“Driving a Cadillac” when you are out on the trails. This nice horse came from Nebraska and knows cattle if
you should need to move or sort on him. If not, you can simply enjoy riding him out on the trails. His disposition
is outstanding and he is a people horse too. We have used him all over the ranch for jobs with the cattle and
to check fence. This is a true ranch horse, come check him out. Contact Treadway Ranch at 864-682-9578.
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Thornton Quarter Horses - Alabama

JR - GRADE QH
2012 Bay Gelding

Standing at 14.2 hands, this cute bay gelding we call JR, is puppy dog gentle. He has been played on by
kids his whole life. Trial ridden by an entire family. Anyone who can sit a saddle can ride JR. Such a sweet
disposition, kind as kind can be. He loves attention, first to meet you at the gate. Nothing seems to bother him.
He is a family horse deluxe. For more information call 256-366-4362

Competition
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John Sciremammamo - Rhode Island

RENO BLU DIVIDEND - AQHA
2017 Black Gelding

JO RENO STYLE
RENO MONEY TWO
MONEY TWO DO
BLUE DUST HANCOCK
TWEETY BLUBERRY GAL

STEARNS BAR JO JO
ROAN TOMCAT
CUSTOM SONNY
MONEY DO TWO
VOO DOO RIVER
JEANIEDEEHANCOCK
GO BUDDY BLUE
GO DIAL QUEEN

BEAUTY BLUE VALENNTYN
Reno is a 10 yr. old blue roan gelding standing at 15 hands and he is one cool dude! If you’re looking for your
next family horse, look no further. Reno has been working at our farm doing guided trail rides and carried
riders from the ages of 7 to 70. Reno has a great temperament and is an easy going horse to have around.
He’s been ridden hundreds of miles on the trails and is also traffic safe. Reno stands perfect cross tied to
be groomed, saddled or mounted. This is the kind of horse someone could really gain confidence on if they
are timid. If being easy on the eyes wasn’t enough, he is safe enough for kids to ride. Contact John for more
information at 860-377-4260
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Celsi Rigdon - Kentucky

BADGERETTE ROSE-AQHA.5934703
2018 Red Roan Mare
QUIXOTES MIM

DUSTY JOE QUIXOTE
DUSTY JOE RED
RED BARRON BUCK
ANNIES RED BUCK ANN
CATS BALLOU

DOC QUIXOTE
LYNXS MISSI
MR BARON RED
WATCH JOE DUSTY
TWO EYED RED BUCK
MISS BARONESS ANNE
JC SKIPA STAR
BAR BLACK CAT

Badgerette Rose is a gorgeous red roan mare that stands lShh. This filly works a fulltime job every week at 2
stockyards and really knows her stuff. She’s a pro at getting gates, sorting calves and other ranch work. Gentle
enough for a kid that knows how to ride, or the newcomer to horses. She takes care of her rider. Currently
started roping the dummy. She’s a super fun ride on trails and goes where you point her. She’s been all over
Kentucky and Tennessee riding. Rose has been shown in sorting, trail competitions and saddle club shows.
Crosses water, logs, ditches and other obstacles. Rose ponies well and loads and unloads like a dream. Travels
well in many different types of trailers. Handled and ridden by my children daily. She’s the go to horse for all the
kids when we go riding. Gets along great with other horses. Easy to catch. Stands to be groomed and saddled.
Clips & bathes well. She’s done everything from mounted shooting to penning calves and lots in between.
This gorgeous mare could go any direction. She’s been ridden both Western and English. Comes with years of
health records and a clean bill of health and soundness check from the vet!! Don’t miss her at the 2022 Great
American Ranch & Trail Horse Sale!! For more info contact Celsi at 270-779-6869
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Chris Allen - North Carolina

RIO - GRADE QH
2012 Palomino Gelding

Rio is a 10 yr. old, 15.2 hand gelding. For anyone looking for a stout, easy going Palomino, Rio is your guy. He
is a great ride outside on the trail, in a group or by his lonesome. He loads, clips, and stands for the farrier. He
is built to last and the perfect age. Here is a horse that has experience plus lots of years ahead to enjoy the
ride! Contact Chris for more information at 336-977-0521
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Kenneth Yoder-Virginia
PRINCESS - TN. WALKER/SADDLEBRED CROSS

2010 Bay Mare
Princess is a bay with a star and snip, 15.3 hands. She is trained to ride and drive. She is a great trail horse
and has a sweet disposition. She has good stall manners also. Princess will cross bridges and go through
water. She has been used on the farm to bring up firewood and pilled the carriage to church on Sunday. She
is a Tennessee Walking Horse and Saddlebred cross.
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Kenny Harlow - Virginia
FS TRIPS ZAN PEPPY -AQHA 5749543
2016 Black Gelding
TRIPLE KACAENA

TRIPS GIGANTE
CHALKS SANDY
PEPONITA JACKSTRAW
ROCKIN ONA BAR

TRIPLE THE PLEASURE
CABIN BAR LASS
CHALK LEWIS JR
BUCK’S CARLINE
PEPONITA
RAVASHING RUBY
PARR FOR ZAN
POCO SOTO HONEYBEE

ZANS PARR BEE
Meet Twitch, standing at 15.3 hands. He is a really nice, green broke horse that learns fast and has more
potential with the right trainer to go anywhere. Twitch has been ridden on the trails and in the arena. Stands for
mounting from either side. Will walk, trot and canter. Crosses bridges, good ground manners. He will ground tie
or stand tied. Self loads in a trailer and stands good for the farrier. Twitch is UTD on shots, worming and dental.
Look for him in the Trail Competition. For more information, contact Kenny at 434-983-2221
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Matthew Yoder - Ohio
7 - D VICTORY - FRIESIAN SPORT HORSE

2010 Black Gelding
Jet is a black, reg. Friesian Sport Horse gelding. He stands 16 hands, and he is quiet, gentle and easy to
handle. He rides and drives good with other horses on the trail. He will go across bridges and through water.
He may have a slight hike in his hind quarter while pulling the carriage. But we have not noticed it while riding.
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Chris Tejera - Pennsylvania

HOMER- MULE
2016 Buckskin John Mule

Homer is a buckskin john mule standing at 14.1 hands on the stick. He’s being offered for sale for no fault
of his own. His owner went through major surgery and is no longer able to ride him. This mule has been
everywhere from Texas to Arkansas and all the way to Pennsylvania. Homer has been trail ridden extensively
through all different terrain. He navigates through woods with no hesitation and goes in water no problem.
Homer moves off your leg and will side pass, he opens and closes gates also, bridges no problem. Just point
his nose and Homer will do it. He’s a patient and obedient mule not much bothers him. He was taught to lay
down so his rider could get on and off him. Don’t miss out on this rare opportunity. For more information
contact Chris at 484-326-4618
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Treadway Ranch – South Carolina
DIANAS PRINCESS ABBY – TWH 20407723

2004 Sorrel Mare
GENERATORS KIG OF GOLD
ANGEL’S APACHIE RANGE
HALES ANGLE DANCER
ROCKS TRIBEL CONNECTION
ROCKS LADY DIANA
LADY CROWN PRINCESS

GRAND SIRE
GOLDEN RING
HALE’S WILLOW DANCER
PERFECTION’S JESSICA
PERFECTION’S DIABLO
LAD’S FANCY DELIGHT
MOUNTAIN MAGIC
JOKER’S LADY BLARE

This will be the gaited horse worth waiting for. Abby stands 15.1 hands, is a registered Tennessee Walking
Horse and rides the very best. Shas been on some of the biggest organized rides in South Carolina. Abby has
ridden the big Wade ride and the Brickhouse, she has been there and done that. She has a real running walk
and is as smooth as glass. She is a pleasure to handle and ride, not to mention a good disposition. Check her
out in the Gaited Horse Showoff on Friday night. Treadway Ranch 864-682-9578
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The Great American Ranch & Trail Horse Sale
Sale 1:00 PM ET/2:00 PM CT
Payment Terms: Expedited Personal Check, Credit Card w/additional
handling charge, and Wire Transfer. Wire Transfer is the preferred and
most efficient way to make large payments. The payment method
you choose must be completed by 12 Noon on Monday, April 11,
2022. Invoice and Wire instructions will be emailed by Turnbull Equine
Productions following the sale. Funds will be wired directly to Turnbull
Equine Productions.
Transportation: Transport is the buyer’s responsibility. Buyers will
remove their horse by Sunday 10 a.m. If you are buying online you
must make arrangements with the seller on Saturday for your method
of shipment. If different arrangements are made, your new horse/s will
return with the consignor and transport can be arranged from that point.
Please remember, you are responsible for daily care of your horse/s
at the fall of the hammer. East Coast Equine Transport is available for
coast-to-coast transport. You may call Pat Thompson at 603-387-6622
for information. Or Star H Equine Insurance at 336-940-5455.
Insurance: Insurance is strongly suggested! You may use an insurer of
your choice. You are welcome to call Mike Fester with Western Lifestyle
Insurance Agency at 405-626-7550.
Please be sure to look over the Turnbull Equine Productions
“Conditions of Sale” in the Sale Catalog
or on www.greatamericantrailhorsesale.com
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I would like to thank all of the consignors,
buyers, spectators and vendors who support
this sale each year; without you this sale
would not take place. It is my desire to
bring good horses together with good owners.
There are few things in life that bring us as
much joy as horses can do.
Thank you to my great family and friends
who help me put on this sale. My hat’s off
to you!
I hope to see all of you here again next
year, and may God bless you and keep you
until we meet again!
Happy Trails,
Jackie Turnbull
The horse is God’s gift to mankind.
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